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Abstract 
 

Photonics are an enabling technology and base of vital modern 
industry with high impact on many of our daily life applications such 
as health care, ultrahigh speed optical telecommunications, military 
and defense, and most interestingly to the field of optical ultra-
sensitive sensing applications for metrology.  
 
Optical fibers are photonic based cylindrical light-waveguide devices 
basically built for telecommunication purposes, but recently for 
sensing applications with tremendous features and capabilities 
compared to other electronic sensors for monitoring many difficult 
harsh environmental physical parameters such as, ultra-high 
temperature, humidity, gas, refractive index (RI), and liquid 
concentrations, etc. which are extremely important for many 
applications such as structure health monitoring (SHM), nuclear 
power plants, etc.... Recently, the use of pulsed ultrashort 
femtosecond lasers has provided a powerful means for manipulating 
the characteristics of the guided light through these descent optical 
fiber devices via post-processing. This technique has indeed opened 
up too many opportunities and micro-fabrication facilities for 
producing robust, stable and staggeringly low-cost optical fiber tiny 
sensing devices.  
 
Based on the available laboratorial experimental facilities, in this 
thesis study it was discussed the effect of some key laser parameters 
for post-processing of different types of commercially available 
optical fiber transparent materials with high intensity ultrashort 
femtosecond laser pulses. These are generated from a commercial 
femtosecond fiber laser chirped pulse amplifier (FLCPA) operating at 
near infrared N-IR wavelength at 1030nm, with pulse duration of 
370 fs, and pulse repetition rate PRR of 120 KHz. Fiber materials 
such as Silica (SiO2), and poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) are the 
materials of interest in this study. The material threshold(s) damage 
region(s) T1, T2, and T3 are obtained and defined accurately to 
enable material processing tasks. Eventually, based on the precise 
experimental material characterization database results, different 
especial purpose harsh environmental optical fiber sensing 
application devices are micro-fabricated and tested in both silica 
standard fibers in form of a LPG device that is stable at ultra-high 
temperatures up to 1000oC, as well as in polymers through micro-
fabricating LPG sensor device on a commercially available polymer 
optical fibers for environmental measurements. Some of the 
obtained devices with this technique are also include and briefly 
described in this work. 
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Resumen 
 

La Fotónica es una de las tecnologías clave y con gran importancia en 
la industria moderna con un gran impacto en numerosos ámbitos de 
la vida cotidiana como puede ser la sanidad, las telecomunicaciones 
de altísima velocidad, y con gran interés en el campo de la 
metrología haciendo uso de sensores fotónicos. 
 
Las fibras ópticas son dispositivos fotónicos que se diseñaron 
principalmente encaminadas a ser usadas en Telecomunicacion, 
pero en los últimos tiempos vienen siendo utilizadas debido a sus 
propiedades y grandes posibilidades como elementos sensores en 
comparación con sensores basados en elementos electrónicos, sobre 
todo en la monitorización en ambientes hostiles de parámetros como 
la temperatura, humedad, gas, índice de refracción, concentración de 
líquidos y con gran importancia en la medida de grandes estructuras 
civiles. Recientemente el uso de láseres pulsados ultrarrápidos, 
pulsos de femtosegundos, ha permitido disponer de herramientas 
muy útiles para, a través de post-procesados de los materiales 
ópticos, modificar sus propiedades ópticas del guiado de la luz. Con 
esta técnica se ha abierto un gran abanico de posibilidades para el 
desarrollo de sensores ópticos pequeños. 
 
En esta tesis se va a estudiar, en función de los recursos disponibles 
en el laboratorio, la influencia de diferentes parámetros del montaje 
basado en un láser de femtosegundos. Este ha sido diseñado y 
montado con la finalidad de post-procesar, con pulsos laser 
ultracortos y de gran intensidad, materiales utilizados en la 
fabricación de fibras ópticas, tanto de sílice (SiO2) como de plástico 
(PMMA). En el montaje se ha usado un láser comercial en fibra con 
tecnología FLCPA (fiber laser chirped pulse amplifier), que emite 
pulsos a una longitud de onda de 1030 nm, con una duración de 370 
fs y una frecuencia de repetición de 120 KHz. 
 
Para estos materiales se han obtenido los umbrales de daño 
(T1,T2,T3) necesarios para poder realizar post procesados en ellos. 
 
Haciendo uso de los datos surgidos de la caracterización de los 
materiales se muestran los resultados obtenidos en el grabado de 
redes de periodo largo (LPG), tanto en fibras de sílice como de 
plástico. En el primer caso se obtuvo un LPG insensible 
prácticamente a la temperatura y que además puede trabajar hasta 
temperaturas de 1000º. En el segundo caso se obtuvo un dispositivo 
capaz de hacer medidas como por ejemplo cambios en el índice de 
refracción del medio en el que está sumergido. 
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Part I. 

Preliminary 

 
In this part, a brief introduction and the motivation behind laser post-processing of 
optical fiber materials is introduced in the first chapter of this part. A brief review 
of the current state of the art is included in the second chapter to outline the 
present challenges of post-processing fabrication techniques of optical devices. 
Finally, different objectives have been established and included in the third 
chapter trying to contribute facing the challenges previously identified. The 
chapters included in this part are as the following: 
 

 Chapter 1: Introduction. 

 Chapter 2: State of the art. 

 Chapter 3: Objectives. 

 





 

 

 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

 

This chapter introduces a brief introduction and the motivation behind the 
importance of optical fiber sensors (OFS) and their basic post-processing 
fabrication techniques. A telescopic view of the chapters included in this 
preliminary part is briefly outlined. 
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1. Introduction 
 

As humans “social intelligent species” we are always willing for the best, we dream, 
we believe in our dreams, we learn from the past, we live the present with passion 
and plan for the future with hope and optimistic eyes and that’s what makes us 
unique and different. But despite all of these aforementioned decent features we 
are limited in our abilities for example our absolutely amazing five senses like 
sight, hearing, touching, smelling, and tasting are just limited in their capabilities. 
That limitedness was ever our ultimate motivation to improve our lives by 
thinking differently how to defeat these limitations and challenges for better 
understanding and dominating the world we live in. Thus, we used science and our 
free imagination as tools and as a result we have built civilizations all along the 
history, we have landed on the moon, and we are still reaching new horizons. For 
example we have built more capable eyes such as powerful microscopes to 
navigate into the smallest invisible worlds we can’t see, and telescopes to discover 
new horizons in the mysterious universe we live e.g. via the amazing Hubble space 
telescope, and the very large telescopes (VLT) which are exist now in Chile, South 
America. Not only that, but also we have invented and developed too many other 
powerful alternative sensing solutions to hear the unbearable sounds frequencies 
and to touch the untouchable higher degrees of temperatures further from the lava 
threshold which is 700oC. All of these breakthrough inventions have helped us to 
defeat our limitedness for sure to fulfill our curiosity and to improve our present, 
future and the future of the next generations. Thus there is no doubt that sensing 
technology contributed to make that possible. Thus, we could say sensors are 
indeed our sixth sense.  
 
Over the past 20 years, sensor technologies and their applications has witnessed a 
dramatic increase in both of research and development (R&D) on the brink of a 
revolution similar to that experienced in microcomputers in the 1980s. Therefore, 
last two decades could be labeled as the “sensor decades” that contributed in too 
many fields of our practical life applications such as industrial, transporting, 
communications, etc... In the appearance of new technology based on light on its 
fundamental operation called fiber-optics in 1960 invented by the Nobel laureate 
(2009) Charles K. Kaw, and that technology has revolutionized our life in an 
incredibly so many ways. In the telecommunications industry fiber optics 
remarkably enabled high capacity data transmission with the speed of light over a 
very long-distance optical fiber communication channels over optical networks not 
only among countries but also among continents. Since then, the invention of that 
technology has been applied not only in its fundamental purpose which is 
telecommunications but also in other many different important scientific 
applications, for example: fiber technology could be successfully employed in 
developing high power and coherent fiber lasers sources such as the used on 
optical materials post-processing, and also in metrology with decent sensing 
features and unique accuracy. 
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Figure 1 (a) Point to Point painting of group of deer from cave of Covalanas, Cantabria, Spain, 

(b) Panel of hands from cave of El Castillo, Cantabria, Spain. 

Hence, OFS have introduced to the industry field a remarkable change in too many 
applications because they can simply monitor a wide range of environmental 
physical parameters such as ultra-high temperature in harsh environments, 
structure health monitoring (SHM) for safety applications, and also in many other 
sensing areas. In addition to that, they are available in the market with costs-
effective prices.  
 
R&D (research and developments) in OFS is in a very active status with a 
promising future growth in both knowledge and fabrication techniques. Every 
year, researchers around the globe gathering together in many meetings dedicated 
to discussing the newest and the most up to dated technological application based 
on the current state of the art. One of these most famous conference meetings is 
the Optical Fiber Sensors (OFS) conference which has been organized and held in 
many countries around the world including Spain (OFS23, Santander 2014). 
 
Laser post-processing of optical fiber materials provides opportunities to re-
engineer their light guidance behavior and their interaction with the surrounded 
environment. These facts enable the conception and development of new advanced 
sensing structures. To achieve that purpose many different engineering post-
processing fabrication techniques are developed. Recently, using pulsed laser light, 
many of these techniques employ the Point by point method to inscribe the desires 
patters as was used thousands of years ago by our ancestors to decorate with 
paints the cave-walls as the ones were found in the caves of El Castillo and cave of 
Covalanas, Cantabria, Spain, Figure 1. In all due fairness, these amazing painting 
techniques has made Pablo Picasso to declare that “we have learned nothing”. It can 
be observed that point-to-point inscriptions by lasers are very similar to the point-
to-point paintings techniques found in the prehistoric cave paintings of Covalanas 
for a group of deer see Figure 1-a), otherwise by hologram similar to a wonderful 
and inspiring hand printing technique Figure 1-b) found in the prehistoric cave of 
El-Castillo which is also in Cantabria north of Spain. However, nobody knows what 
these cave paintings are for?! And if these paintings has the ability to speak it will 
tells us how our ancestors were creative, however, many different theories are 
introduced to explain this perhaps the cave man wanted to decorate the cave, or to 
guide the strangers, or to communicate with his others neighbors, or even to 
document his life events as existing in the ancient temples or the great pyramids of 
Egypt, anyway nobody knows, but for us as engineers it is for sure to get 
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inspiration for our current research and developments tasks. In this thesis the 
point by point concept of the mentioned art was used as a guidance to develop 
optimized laser inscription techniques for fabricating OFS devices on different 
optical fiber transparent materials such as silica and polymers. To reach that 
target, this thesis study is trying to understand the changes induced by the specific 
laser beam processing parameters among of them, the role of laser pulse intensity 
(I), repetition rate and other considerations such as the role of the geometrical 
optical fiber body during the post-processing etc. The induced changes on/in each 
optical material used in the thesis are reported in this work to guide the gained 
knowledge in form of fabricating useful fiber sensing devices. The document has 
been divided into main three main parts as the following: 
 

Part I: Preliminary (Chapters 1 - 3) 
 
This part introduces a general introduction to the importance of OFS and their 
most up to dated post-processing micro-fabrication technologies (chapter 2), and 
the objectives of the work study to reach the preset outlined goals of the thesis are 
introduced in (chapter 3). 
 

Part II: Experimental (Chapters 4 and 5) 
 
This part includes the engineering and experimental developments of this thesis. 
The developments of the essential experimental post-processing setup are 
introduced in (chapter 4), and the effect of the different setup laser material 
processing parameters on the materials used in this work (silica and polymers), is 
introduced in the material characterization chapter (chapter 5).  
 

Part III: Contributions (Chapter 6) 
 
Based on the essential characterizations results obtained from part II, this one 
include different sensing devices fabricated using the gained techniques, such as 
LPG in silica fibers that is practically insensitive to temperature variations and is 
able to work up at high temperatures to 1000oC, or a LPG device in polymer fibers. 
 

Part IV: Summary, conclusions and future work (Chapters 7 and 
8) 
 
This part includes the summary and conclusions (chapter 7), and the future works 
to be done to reach new useful results (chapter 8).  
 

Part V: References and appendixes  
 
At the end of the document are included the main references used, several 
appendixes to facilitate the readability of the thesis. The references are classified 
by number. Are included too a list of publications from this thesis work. 

 





 

 

 

Chapter 2 

State of the art 
 

 

In this chapter, a general brief review of the current state of the art of the 
knowledge and techniques of the technological developments used in optical fiber 
materials post-processing is introduced.  
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2. State of the art 
 
Post-processing of optical fiber materials provides a way and facilities to 
manipulate the characteristics of the guided light-wave, opening up opportunities 
for producing a wide range of special purpose sensing applications with decent 
advantages for many different sensing situations. In this chapter, a review to the 
current state of the art is introduced in both knowledge and technological 
developments used in the field of optical fiber materials post-processing for 
sensing applications with an especial attention on the use of ultrashort and 
ultrahigh intensity focused femtosecond laser pulses.  
 

 

Figure 2 Illustration of the typical cylindrical optical fiber waveguide which shows an example 
to an incident lightwave travel via the total internal reflection through it. 

2.1. Introduction 
 
Besides, their original telecommunications applications, optical fibers are widely 
used as an effective sensing devices to monitor a wide range of ambient physical 
parameters [1, 2]. They are well known to be as a cylindrical optical waveguides 
that are guiding the transmitted light-wave signals traveling through them via the 
total internal reflection principal [1] see Figure 2 their typical structure is composed 
of three fundamental layers i.e. core, cladding, and buffer. The core & cladding are 
made of purely transparent dielectric materials with different refractive indices 𝑛𝑒  
(𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟 > 𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎) of the same material either silica or polymer. The coating or buffer 
layer is usually made of plastic. Optical fibers are capable of sensing almost any 
measurand that will affect any of their attributes of the light wave propagating 
through. Thus, through post-processing it is possible to obtain direct sensing 
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application devices for temperature [3-5], strain [5], rotation [6], and bending [7]. 
Fiber devices are immune to the electromagnetic interference therefore, they 
neither emit electromagnetic radiation nor affected by it radiations. Hence, they 
are easily capable to measure magnetic and electric fields [8] as well with 
competitive efficiency compared to the electronic traditional sensors designed for 
the same sensing purpose.  

2.2. Post-processing in Optical Fiber 
 
A brief review of the current technological status for optical fiber material post-
processing either by direct-contact such as (Thermal, mechanical) or by indirect 
contact such as (laser) are included briefly in the following sub sections. 
 

2.2.1. Thermal Post-processing 
 

Thermal post-processing is considered to be an effective technique for 
manipulating the characteristics of the guided light. This could be for example 
through tapering the fibers in order to change their light coupling propagation 
properties as introduced in ref [9, 10]. There are two primary methodologies for 
tapering the optical fibers. The first method is based on using the thermo-
mechanical technique as firstly introduced by (Love, et al) and (Ding et al) in refs 
[9] and [11]. This could be archived either via a thermoelectric heater, or even by 
using lasers such as CO2 as introduced by (Essaidi et al) in ref [12]. Figure 3 shows a 
microscopic photograph of an example of a thermally tapered optical fiber based 
on ref [9] and [11] developed in the laboratory of the photonic engineering group 
(GIF) at the University of Cantabria (UC). The second method is based on direct 
contact to the fiber via mechanical machining. This could be achieved by physically 
grinding and polishing the fiber to change its shape as introduced in [13] or by 
carefully mechanically machining the fiber to remove its cladding before the core, 
which drastically changes the properties of the guided light-wave through the 
fiber. Tapering the fiber is useful for some industrial applications such as in 
spectroscopy [14], and also in commercial medical products [15]. 

 

 

Figure 3. Optical microscopic photograph of one of the adiabatically tapered optical fibers 
developed in the photonic engineering group (GIF) scientific laboratory, university of 

Cantabria. 
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2.2.2. Mechanical-Post-processing 
 

High performance optical fiber transducers could be post-processed mechanically 
as introduced in the literature. For applications such as high temperature 
transducers by (Lazaro, et, al) in ref [16] as well as in [17]. However, this post-
processing technique has its own limitations i.e. sub-surface modifications to the 
fiber materials is impossible, and only surface modifications to the fiber is possible.  

2.2.3. Laser-Post-processing 
 
Since the invention of lasers in year 1960, they have changed the traditional 
industrial fabrication concepts in a diversity of manufacturing and assembly 
operations, ranging from the basic fabrication operations, such as cutting and 
welding, to emerging uses such as micromachining and nanolithography [18]. 
Hence, lasers become vital tools in almost all manners of daily life applications 
such as healthcare applications, telecommunications applications, environmental 
monitoring, including military and defense applications, and most interestingly 
with no doubt in sensing and metrology applications. Applying lasers have 
defeated the mechanical post-processing challenges i.e. they have permitted to 
reach the sub-surface material modification without damaging the surface. Hence a 
wide range of high sensitive optical fiber sensing devices and transducers 
appeared in the market with a remarkably very low cost thanks to the laser post-
processing technology. Due to their importance the number of publications per 
year devoted to lasers in materials science has witnessed a big contributions from 
researchers around the world [19]. In the following subsections a brief review of 
the mostly used laser techniques such as ultraviolet (UV) lasers, carbon-dioxide 
lasers (CO2), and ultrashort lasers such as femtosecond lasers is introduced.  
 

2.2.3.1. Ultraviolet (UV) laser  
 
Ultraviolet (UV) lasers generates invisible laser light operating at wavelengths 
ranges from (150 to 400) nm. There are three main types of these lasers the first 
type is a Q-switched (UV) lasers operates via solid state by turning infrared IR into 
UV with special crystals and are very sensitive to temperature changes and varying 
degrees of climates. The second type is the Excimer (UV) gas lasers which are 
created from a mixture of gases and a constant intensity distribution making this 
laser great for details and manufacturing techniques that require craftsmanship at 
the micron level [20]. Metal Vapor UV lasers are a new breed of lasing technology 
and their applications and uses are just becoming realized. In the field of optical 
fibers post-processing for sensing applications UV lasers have contributed in post-
processing with many optical sensing applications devices and transducers such as 
in fabricating fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) [21-26], long period gratings (LPG)[27-
29], as well as in the fabrication of other optical devices in bulk transparent 
materials such as Y-Branch waveguides as in [30] and in flexible glass flat fiber 
chips as in [31]. The fabrication of FBGs, and LPGs is usually achieved by recording 
a periodic refractive index changing in the fibers core through focusing the 
incoming UV laser beam after passing through a phase-mask on the fiber [32, 33]. 
Schematic of the phase-mash fabrication technique is shown in Figure 4 from 
reference [33], thus, in this scenario the (UV) interference pattern passing through 
the fiber to create a periodic refractive index modulation [34].  
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2.2.3.2. Carbon-Dioxide (CO2) lasers 

 

 

Figure 4 Schematic of a phase mask scanning setup [33]. 

Carbon dioxide laser (CO2laser) was one of the earliest gas lasers to be developed 
invented by (Patel, et, al) [35] in Bell Labs in year 1964. These CO2 lasers are the 
highest-power continuous wave (CW) lasers that are currently available operating 
at infrared (IR) wavelengths ranging between (9.4 -10.6) µm. Theses lasers are 
stilling one of the most useful tools in optical fiber post-processing in for post-
processing many sensing devices as mentioned earlier such as thermal post-
processing [12]. These lasers have been applied on different types of optical fiber 
materials such as in silica [36-38], photonic crystal fibers as in [39]. However, 
material modification by either CW-UV or pulsed long-wave (nanosecond e.g., an 
Excimer) laser systems still facing challenges in terms of the resultant micro-
machining quality i.e. low quality due to longer thermal duration lengths at the 
modified area. Thus, by using ultrashort lasers i.e. lasers capable to produce pulses 
with extremely short time durations in term of few picoseconds or femtoseconds 
can clearly reduce the thermal diffusion length which means that it can reduce the 
heat HAZ at the processed region, resulting in higher-quality processing. In the 
following subsection a brief review to the ultrashort lasers and their decent 
features in optical fiber materials post-processing applications are introduced. 
 

2.2.3.3. Ultrashort Lasers 
 

In the last two decades, applying pulsed ultrashort laser pulses. especially pulses of 
durations down to few picoseconds (10-12s) or femtosecond (10-15s) for post-
processing optical fiber materials has proved to be the most effective tool for 
defeating several difficulties for many micro-fabrication challenges [40] especially 
when it comes to structuring applications on a such scales down to few microns or 
even sub microns (nano scales) dimensions [41] compared to the other 
methodological techniques introduced earlier in this chapter for example 
mechanical machining or micromachining as introduced in ref [13]. However, 
micromachining is considered to be the foundation technology to realize such 
minimized products [42]. And due to its importance since year 2000, the number 
of publications per year devoted to lasers in materials science has witnessed a big 
contributions from researchers around the world [19]. In the following section, a 
brief summary to the basic concepts of femtosecond laser micromachining 
technology, its laser systems types, are introduced and its applications especially 
on optical fiber for (OFS) applications.  
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2.3. Micromachining technology 
 
In general, recent changes in society's demands have forced us to introduce more 
and more micro parts into various types of industrial products [42], hence, 
minimization micro-machining has become one of our today’s technological 
necessaries that can enable us to reach many modern applications and micro-
products. Applications in various industrial fields such as in medicine e.g. lap-on-
ship [43-49], engrave 3D devices [50], telecommunications [51], and micro-
electronics mechanical systems (MEMS) [52] relies on the use of the laser 
micromachining technology. In the following sections a brief review of the 
micromachining methodologies are introduced in section (2.3.1), a review to the 
most up to date laser systems for micro-machining is introduced in sub-section 
(2.3.2). 

2.3.1. Micromachining Methodologies 
 
In general, material removal by micromachining could be accomplished through 
two different common methodologies either by mechanical material removal 
direct contact, or by laser ablation indirect contact. As mentioned earlier in this 
chapter, through mechanical removal, as introduced in [13] and [16], this 
technique although it is considered to be the most simplest way for post-
processing but it requires special expensive and accurate machining equipments 
which are expensive in cost not to mansion its limitations to reach the sub-micron 
perception (which is depending of course on the dimensioned if the tools being 
used) as usually its precision is between (200 - 50µm), in addition to that it is not 
suitable for sub-surface machining. However, the second most interesting tool is 
material removal by ablation via laser pulses, in this scenario, two types of laser 
pulses with different durations could be used i.e. either long or short [53]. In case 
of long-pulse lasers material removal could be achieved by lasers those produce 
pulses with time durations down to nano-second i.e. (10-9) [54] in this timescale 
material removal is usually done through melting and vaporization, but the main 
drawback of this technique is: the resultant micro machined results are not clean 
and homogeneous and suffering of micro-cracks as shown in Figure 5. However 
other techniques of material removal through melting and vaporization is 
explained in details in reference [42]. Thus, to defeat that previous challenge, an 
amazing alternative solution has appeared based on the same processing idea but 
operating with high intensity ultrashort pulse widths i.e. pulses operating at time 
scales down to picosecond (10-9), femtosecond (10-15) or even most recently 
attosecond (10-18). These pulses are extremely short in their time durations, take 
one femtosecond of time scale as an example “one fs is equal to one millionth of 
one billionth of a second”, and to imagine how unbearably short and tiny it is. Try 
to compare a single one second of time to a 30 thirty million years of time. In that 
time scale by all means of physical, chemical and optical properties of the target 
material  
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Figure 5 Illustration of the different mechanisms related to the used laser pulse width to show 

its affect on the material surface under laser processing. 

within a localized ablation volume due to very short heat diffusion lengths [55] 
changes providing clean ablation results without micro-cracks see Figure 5which 
illustrates the different mechanism related to material processing with the 
different laser pulse widths. Thus, efficient laser ablation could be obtained 
because the energy that is deposited in the material cannot diffuse away during the 
pulse, and causing the temperature at the focus region to be increasing very 
rapidly in a reduction of the peripherally damaged area known as Heat Affected 
Zone (HAZ). which in turn provides for clean and focused ablated regions [41]. 
This permits for improving the controllability of the micro-fabrication process not 
only for surface micro-processing but also for sub-surface material processing 
level as introduced in many photonic applications in [51]. Unfortunately, the 
physics behind ultrashort laser pulse material interaction are not completely 
understood however, they are well documented in references [51, 56-58], and [59] 
and is addressed in a bit of details in reference [60].  
 

2.3.2. Micromachining Setups 

The basic and fundamental experimental setup consideration for laser material 
processing (in general) could be simply accomplished via focusing a highly 
collimated laser beam through a microscopic objective lens with a high numerical 
aperture which is preferred. In this scenario the microscope objective lens is held 
fixed, while the sample is mounted and well positioned over a movable three-axis 
(x, y, and z) translation stage. The movable translation stage should be with a 
highly possible stepping resolution (preferred with nano stepping resolution) for 
better controllability on the optical fiber being post-processing, hence, the stage is 
translated with respect to the laser beam to create continuous structures such as 
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(refractive index modification, ablation, micro-machining, etc…) on either the 
surface or in the (subsurface) of the transparent sample being post-processed. 
However there are other experimental setup configurations such as (single shot 
drilling, percussion drilling and others) are also used for micromachining and they 
are well explained in reference [57]. On another hand, there are two types of laser 
systems that are widely being used such as oscillator-only systems or amplified 
lasers. In both cases, the laser beam is focused onto/into the sample using a 
microscopic objective lens. Oscillator only laser systems are a laser system that 
produces pulses with lower energies e.g. energies in terms of nano-joules thus, in 
this case the incoming beam if tightly focused through microscopic objective lens 
with the highly possible numerical aperture (NA) to ensure delivering the highest 
possible enough intensity to microstructure the sample. In contrast to these 
systems are the amplified laser systems which produces laser pulses with much 
higher energies per pulse in terms of (µ joules), meaning that tight focusing now is 
not as crucial to be reached [61] compared to the oscillator-only systems. In the 
following sub-section a brief review is introduced to the amplified laser micro-
machining laser systems which one of them is used for developing the 
experimental setup of this thesis study. 

2.3.3. Micromachining laser systems 
 

Over the past few decades, both the R&D have witnessed a continuous and rapidly 
remarkable progress for the developments of ultrashort laser systems i.e. 
(picosecond and femtoseconds) which have opened up new avenues over the 
conventional pulsed lasers operating at nanosecond pulse duration regimes. 
Hence, the performances of these new generation laser systems have significantly 
contributed to expand the research for material processing science.  
 In the early stages of research on femtosecond laser processing in the 1980s 
femtosecond UV Excimer lasers were used such as the CO2 [62], and [63]. After 
then a new generation of lasers has appeared chirped-pulse amplification (CPA). 
This generation of CPA lasers is capable to emit energetic femtosecond pulses 
without inducing damage or undesirable nonlinear effects in the amplification 
medium. That indeed has opened up new avenues for fundamental research on 
ultrafast laser processing in the 1990s as introduced in Ti: sapphire regenerative 
amplifiers [64] as an example. Practically, for micromachining these lasers are 
commercially available, in the market applications such as Ti: Sapphire lasers 
operating at different wavelengths in range between (720-1020)nm, also the Self-
Mode-Locked lasers (KLM) Ti: Sapphire laser, their applications [65], and titanium 
sapphire femtosecond lasers in [58]. In the 2000s was the emergence of a 
developed femtosecond fiber lasers in terms of robust, stable, and very compact 
fiber chirped pulse amplifier (FLCPA) [66], after then the research has increased 
into applications based primarily on two types of doped fibers i.e. Er-doped and 
Yb-doped fibers that provides compact, inexpensive and dependable ps and fs 
pulses and based on these new FLCPA ultrafast laser systems generation 
technology, since that moment new practical applications for micromachining and 
biomedical implementations (ophthalmology) are presented in reference [67] have 
become a reality. However, these new generation of fiber laser systems are 
commercially available in the market via Thorlabs® as an example with a wide 
range of the spectrum such as (515/780), N-IR (1025/1070), and (1560/1900) nm 
and other distributors such as Calmar®  lasers for near infrared (N-IR) wavelengths 
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(1030, and 1550) with unique properties such as high pulse energy, high peak 
power, and a very good beam quality M2 which may reaches up to 1.2 as 
introduced by [68]. On another hand these lasers are also comes with different 
technologies in terms of continuous wave (CW) as quasi-continuous-wave (QCW) 
ytterbium fiber lasers [68], which can operate with variable pulse lengths in the 
pulsed mode at high peak power and high repetition rate, in continuous-wave 
(CW) mode at high average power [68]. In a few words, fiber lasers have a 
promising future in the field of material processing science due to their pulse 
characteristics and their commercial availability. 

2.4. Micromachining Applications in (OFS) 
 
From the review of the current research and development in the field of OFS post-
processing, and besides the aforementioned optical fiber laser materials post-
processing techniques, it has been noticed that femtosecond laser micromachining 
is considered to be the most important post-processing key technology for not only 
post-processing optical fiber materials, but also for post-processing bulk optical 
transparent materials [51] as well. Thus, wide range of opportunities are become 
possible to provide powerful means of re-engineering the characteristics of the 
propagated guided light through these devices and transducers for micro-
fabricating tremendously useful sensing application devices for extremely 
important advanced sensing purposes as introduced in the literature [42]. Thus, 
this technology is indeed the backbone and the mainstream work horse in the OFS 
post-processing as introduced in different types of fiber materials such as in silica 
fiber materials [45-49], and also in polymers optical fibers (POF) [69], as well as 
more promising future applications will be possible via the use of attosecond 
science [70]. Sensing and monitoring important physical harsh environmental 
parameters such as (ultrahigh-temperature, oil geothermal, gas pressure, 
ionizing/non-ionizing radiations, and refractive index measurements, and optical 
filters devices that could work at ultrahigh temperature) are relying on the key 
technologies of (OFS) especially those fabricated by ultrashort femtosecond laser 
pulses for critical sensing applications that require highly degrees of performance, 
perception, reliability and most importantly stability, as in structure health 
monitoring (SHM), nuclear industries, fission facilities, liquid metal or water 
impregnation, space, medicine. Thus, with good judgment the market of fiber 
sensors grows rapidly with promising future [71]. In the following section, a brief 
review of the use of femtosecond lasers for post-processing different types of 
optical fiber materials for sensing is introduced. 
 

2.4.1. Sensing devices by Femtoseconds laser  
 

Single mode optical fibers are cylindrical waveguides made of pure silica glass 
SiO2. Sensors based on these fibers are found to be the most widely used in the 
literature, besides other optical fiber materials such as photonic crystal fibers, etc.  
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2.4.1.1. Sensors based on (LPG) 
 
LPG are a multi parameter optical sensing devices with periodic variations greater 
than the working wavelength and they are typically ranging from values of tens of 
microns to millimeters. Thanks to the non-contact laser micro-fabrication 
technologies it is possible to fabricate different LPGs through etching/inscribing/ 
or micromachining an axially periodic refractive index variation in different optical 
fiber transparent materials. LPGs could be in core [72] or even near to it as 
introduced in [73] in silica or on its cladding as introduced in polymers as another 
example [74-77]. Many LPGs have been written with different laser wavelengths 
and pulse durations [78-80] for examples UV femtosecond pulses [81-83] and N-IR 
femtosecond laser pulses with different laser wavelengths ranging between (800 - 
900 nm) are used in silica fiber materials as introduced in [72, 78, 80, 84-93] for 
fabricating different types of LPGs. and other special optical fibers such as photonic 
band-gab fibers and others [94-99], and photonic crystal fibers (PCF) as in [100-
109] which are widely investigated in the literature of femtosecond laser micro-
fabrication. These sensing optical devices have many advantages because they 
have low insertion loss, ease to be fabricated, low-level back reflection, and 
compactness [110, 111]. Thus, these LPG sensors are suitable for sensing of critical 
harsh environmental physical parameters such as temperature [3, 112-117], 
magnetic field [118], strain [5], refractive index (RI) [119-122], including band-
pass filters, tunable filters, variable attenuators, mode converters and dispersion 
compensators [123-125], and monitoring pressure, temperature, strain and 
refractive index of liquid [126-128] as well as many other various applications 
have been applied in the literature thanks to LPGs sensing capabilities. 

2.4.1.2. Sensors based on (Interferometers) 
 
Femtosecond laser pulses are also used to micro-fabricate highly stable sensing 
devices in silica optical fibers [129-141] as introduced for harsh environmental 
based sensors on Fabry-Perot interferometers FPI for temperature sensing [142, 
143], refractive index (RI) measurement [144-147], pressure [148, 149], gas 
sensing [150, 151], as well as chemical sensing [152, 153], as well as in photonic 
Chrystal fibers (PCF) [154, 155]. Other interferometers based on Michelson [156, 
157], and Mech-Zehnder[158] are also introduced.  

2.4.2. Applications in Polymers Fiber based sensors 
 

In the field of nano-technology Polymers are considered to be one of the most 
widely invested materials in the literature for different critical applications such as 
biomedical applications fabricated by ultrashort femtosecond laser pulses with 
different wavelengths [159, 160], and specific practical applications such as micro-
lens fabrications [161, 162]. Polymer optical fibers (POFs) have significant 
advantages for many practical sensing applications, including high elastic strain 
limits, high fracture toughness, high flexibility in bending, high sensitivity to strain 
and potential negative thermo-optic coefficients [163]. There applications for 
structure health monitoring (SHM) are reviewed on [163-165]. Recently, applying 
femtosecond laser pulses on these fibers, different application for sensing on 
different types of fibers are introduced in the literature in term of fiber Bragg 
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gratings (FBG) [166, 167], and long period gratings (LPG) [168] for applications 
such as in backscattering sensing [169], refractive index (RI) sensing [170-172]. 
However, many of these applications has been applied on a non-commercially 
available fiber products and there is still need for further investigation on the 
commercially available fibers which is important because this will be helpful for 
the end-user consumer to find a reliable product with low cost. 

2.5. Conclusions 
 
Many different sensor post-processing fabrication technologies either in direct 
contact with the material such as mechanical, or non-mechanically contact such as 
laser direct writing, or even hybrid between mechanical and non-mechanical have 
been applied for post-processing multiple applications on different types of optical 
fiber materials. The recent employment of ultrafast lasers especially the use of 
femtosecond lasers in materials post-processing has provided significant 
advantages due to the reduction of the fluctuation associated with the laser beam, 
a more precise thresholds determinations for each material that has lead to reach a 
better reproducibility and control over the processing parameters. Hence, that has 
offered a remarkable micro-fabrication technological flexibility with a very short 
processing time for fabricating OFS structures in different types of fiber materials. 
Silica and polymer optical fiber materials are useful for sensing applications. 
Hence, transducers based on different operating sensing methods either 
wavelength change such as FBG, LPG, or phase change such as FPI, or intensity or 
polarization changes can be fabricated. Besides the deceit micro-fabrication 
technologies and contributions used for micro-structuring OFS, there still some 
additional studies that need to be accomplished for better understanding and 
controlling to the micro-fabrication processes for the next generation to the OFS 
with ultrashort femtosecond laser pulses. Therefore, after deep studding to the 
reported literature concerning to femtosecond fiber laser material post-processing 
techniques, the open challenges that requires addition investigation and further 
developments for guiding this presented work are identified. After that, the main 
objectives of this thesis are established. 
 



 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Objectives 
 

 

This chapter introduces the main objectives of this thesis study. These objectives 
can be grouped into three main group sets of developments. First engineering 
developments regarding to develop a precise micromachining femtosecond laser 
setup for post-processing optical fiber materials. Second, experimental 
developments via characterizing the influence of the developed setup laser 
processing parameters on optical fiber material. Finally, with the data obtained, 
optical sensing devices for different environmental sensing situations are 
developed. 
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3. Objectives 
 
Besides, the work invested in the research and development R&D of materials 
post-processing especially with ultrashort laser pulses on optical fiber materials, 
and besides the study of the state of the art several aspects that require more work 
efforts were identified. To remove or to solve each one an objectives has been 
formulated. These objectives can be grouped into three main group sets regarding 
to: firstly developing a precise micromachining experimental system setup, 
secondly optical fiber material characterizations and eventually contributing to 
applications for sensing and decision making for different harsh environmental 
sensing situations. The objectives can be summarized as follows: 

 

[1]. To design, construct and develop a reliable, safe, 
stable, and controllable micro-fabrication 
experimental setup for optical fiber materials post-
processing. 
This setup is based on a commercial available Yb-doped fiber laser chirped 
pulse amplifier (FLCPA) producing 370fs at an operating wavelength of 1030 
nm. The experimental setup must be computer controlled, and to reach it 
software with an accurate graphical user interface (GUI) must be designed and 
developed.  
 

[2]. To study the role of the main laser material 
processing parameters on different types of optical 
fiber materials.  
In this thesis, different types of optical fiber materials with different sizes will 
be used to develop some optical sensing devices. The most used fiber materials 
in this thesis are: Silica based optical fibers such as the standard 
telecommunication optical fiber (SMF-28) (9/125) µm (core/cladding) 
respectively, and a commercially available polymer optical fiber (POF) from 
model SK-10 with (240/250) µm (core/cladding) respectively.  

 

[3]. To investigate optimized writing conditions for 
custom refractive index modification on/in the optical 
materials.  

To reach these objectives, several specific ones must to be reached first: 
I. To determine the laser material thresholds: T1, T2, and T3 (the ablation 

threshold)  
II. To study the role of different FLCPA fiber femtosecond laser pulse processing 

parameters such as (laser pulse energies, pulse overlap, etc. 
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III. To Develop a methodology for precisely control of the focal spot positions 
during the micromachining processes. 

IV. To Develop a technique for precisely control processing focused spot with 
respect to the fiber core and that could be achieved via carefully studding the 
most reliable and accurate position of each single laser pulse under the fiber 
subsurface with different levels toward the fiber core. 

V. To Study the consideration of the optical fiber geometrical body shape during 
the laser post-processing: At least two different micro-fabrication fiber-beam 
focal spot relative positions must be consider: axial and perpendicular.  
 

[4]. To validate the developed technique by proposing, 
fabricating and characterizing a special long period 
sensing architecture on silica and POF fiber materials.  

 



 

 

Part II. 

Experimentally  

 
Based on the suggested experimental developments needed for reaching a precise 
micro-fabrication on or inside the optical fiber transparent materials used in this 
thesis in this part, a brief explanation to the developed experimental setup is 
introduced. To reach the most possible controllability on the post-processed 
optical fiber materials a special characterization studies are included also in this 
part with different available laser processing key parameters. The chapters 
included in this part are as the following: 
 
 Chapter 4: Experimental Setup. 

 Chapter 5: Material Characterization. 

 





 

 

 

Chapter 4 

Experimental setup 
 

This chapter is meant by introducing the engineering practical part of this thesis 
study includes the developed experimental setup for post-processing different 
types optical fiber materials. The first section of this chapter (4.1) introduces a 
brief introduction of the experimental setup concept for post-processing, section 
(4.2) introduces a review of the micro-fabrication developed system, the laser 
beam characterization methods followed are outlined in section (4.3), sample 
characterization methods are introduced in section (4.4), and eventually a brief 
review of the optical materials used for post-processing are introduced in section 
(4.5). 
 

 “Power is nothing without control”  
Pirelli 
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4. Experimental setup 

4.1. Introduction 
  
In this thesis study work to reach the optimum utilization of the decent features of 
the ultrashort femtosecond laser pulses for materials post-processing, an 
experimental setup has been especially designed, developed and controlled by a 
developed friendly graphical user interface (GUI). The developed setup was for not 
only micro-fabrication purposes but also for other special post-processing material 
diagnoses as well i.e. using the system as high definition (HD) optical microscope. 
The basic and fundamental experimental setup consideration is accomplished via 
focusing the highly collimated laser beam through a high numerical aperture 
microscopic objective lens. In this case, the lens is held fixed while the sample is 
placed, fixed and well positioned over a three-dimensional (x, y, and z) translation 
stage. The 3D stage is translated with respect to the laser beam to create material 
modifications in form of refractive index changes or by continuous ablated 
structures (on/under) the surface of the transparent sample of optical fiber 
material being post-processed. Figure 6 shows a schematic of the most typical 
followed micromachining experimental setup concept for laser material micro-
processing. 
 

 

Figure 6 Illustration of the most typical laser experimental setup for post-processing. 
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4.2. Setup 
 

A schematic of the general direct writing laser experimental setup is shown in 
Figure 7, and a photograph of the experimental setup which has been designed and 
developed at the laser scientific laboratory of the photonics engineering group 
(GIF), University of Cantabria (UC) is shown in Figure 8. 

The light source used in the micro-fabrication experimental processes is a 
commercial based chirp laser pulse (Yb-doped) fiber amplifier (FLCPA) from 
Calmar® lasers model (FLCPA-03.U-20). The laser system is able to produce a 
single shot laser pulse with a controllable output pulse energy (E) values which 
could be selected via computer controlling software code. The system is also 
permits to manually adjust the output laser pulse width durations (τ). The laser 
specifications are introduced in Table 1, and a photograph of the (FLCPA) laser 
system is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 7 Schematic of the developed experimental femtosecond laser setup system for precise 
optical fiber materials post-processing, and micromachining. 
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Figure 8 Photograph of the overall real developed femtosecond laser experimental post-
processing setup at the laser scientific laboratory, photonics engineering group (GIF), 

University of Cantabria (UC). 

 

 

Figure 9 Photograph of the commercial experimental femtosecond fiber laser chirp pulse 
amplifier (FLCPA) from CALMAR® lasers, model Cazadero (FLCPA-03.U-20) used for post 

processing of optical fiber materials. 
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Table 1 Experimental FLCPA femtosecond laser class IV system specifications 

Parameter Specification 

Pulse energy (μJ) >20 
Wavelength (nm) 1030 (typical) 
Pulse width (fs) Variable (<600 ,500 typical) – (measured 370) 
Pulse repetition rate  Variable (120KHz - 4MHz) 
Output beam Free space 
Beam diameter (mm) 3 (typical) 
Beam quality (M2) <1.2 
Operating temperature (ºC) 15~35 (typical) 

 

The propagated highly collimated laser output beam is focused through a 100X 
microscopic objective lens to the samples under test which are fixed over a high 
resolution nano-step 3D motion translation stage from Aerotech®. The objective 
lens is from Mitutoyo® model M-Plan Apo N-IR its focusing specifications are listed 
in Table 2.  

Table 2 Experimental focusing Mitutoyo lens specifications  

Parameter Value 

Magnification factor 100X 
Numerical Aperture (NA) 0.5  
Working Distance (WD) 12 
Focal Length f (mm) 2 
Resolving power (μm) 0.6 
Depth of focus ±𝐷. 𝐹 (μm) 1.1 
Wavelength (nm) 480~1800 

 

To guarantee the maximum stability during experimental femtosecond laser 
material processing, all the laser beam guiding mirrors, objective focal lens, and 
other optical components are fixed on a customized highly stable metallic 
aluminum construction rails from Thorlabs® which has been designed, constructed 
and well fixed over a highly stable and vibration isolation optical floating table 
from Newport® at a stable room temperature. Some of the most important setup 
components are shown in Figure 10. A detailed photograph of the micro-fabrication 
post-processing stage is shown in Figure 11 showing the direction of the incoming 
femtosecond laser beam passing through a 100X-0.5 NA objective lens to be 
focused on a fiber sample fixed over a customized fiber sample holder mounted 
over 3D nano translation stage.  
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Figure 10 Photograph of some important experimental selected components used during the 
micro-fabrication processes, (a) 100X objective lens model Mitutoyo® / series M Plan Apo N-IR, 

(b) Monochrome Industrial CCD Camera model Image Source DMK 31AG03, (c) Thorlabs® 
motorized high precision rotation stage for beam attenuating model no PRM1Z8, (d) industrial 
laser displacement sensor model SICK for fiber alignment , and (e) nano-resolution motion 3D 

translation stage from Aerotech®. 

Besides the standard safety aspect of the Class IV lasers, another micromachining 
safety aspects has also been taken into account based on reference [173]. For 
observing and online monitoring the experimental micro-matching process the 
objective lens is also acted to be as a microscopic lens for specific critical 
experimental post-processing purposes such as optical fiber alignment, online 
sample monitoring during micro-fabrication and after, and image measuring and 
diagnoses for the ablated structures due. The live images and videos from the 
objective lens are monitored through a high quality imaging CCD camera from 
IMAGING-SOURCE® model DMK 31AG03 its specifications are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3 CCD camera model (DMK 31AF03.AS) specifications 

 

Parameter Value 

Type Monochrome FireWire camera without IR cut filter 
Connection FireWire 
Sensor CCD 
Type progressive scan 
Sensor specification Sony ICX204AL 
Format 1/3" 
Resolution 1024 x 768 pixel 
Dynamic range 8 bit 
Exposure time 1/10000 s to 60 minutes 
Gain 0 dB to 36 dB 
FPS @ Max resolution 30 fps 
Video formats @ Frame rate 1024 x 768, Y800 @ 30, 15, 7.5, 3.75 fps 
Lens mount C/CS mount 
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Figure 11 Detailed photograph of the laser post-processing stage. 

 

For guaranteeing the maximum possible accuracy especially before the laser 
micro-fabrication post-processes an industrial red laser displacement sensor is 
applied to the laser micro-fabrication stage for accurate fiber aligning as will be 
explained in the following section (4.2.1), this step has speeded up the whole 
micro-fabrication process compared to the traditional manual aligning. 

4.2.1. Alignment algorithm for optical fiber 
 
To speed up the micro-fabrication process, and to enhance the accuracy of the fiber 
alignment before the micro-fabrication which is considered to be the most crucial 
and important post-processing step two different hybrid alignments 
methodologies have been applied. The first one is based on applying a commercial 
laser displacement sensor from SICK™ with a high resolution and a spot size nearly 
(≈20µm). Which is used for developing a methodology for precisely and 
automatically detecting the fiber ends under test, as well as to check if the fiber 
body is straight and well tensioned enough along to the substrate and well fixed 
over it or not, see Figure 12- a). 
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Figure 12 Laser displacement usage principal for detecting fiber ends (a) Illustration to the 
laser displacement sensor setup for detecting the fiber sample ends, (b) Illustration to the 

sensor head fundamental working principal. 

This step is important because if the fiber is not straight enough over the sample 
then the future inscribed or modified structures in the fiber may suffer inaccuracy 
and this will be interpreted in form of unreliable future results which is a serious 
experimental problem. However, SICK displacement laser technology is a short 
range distance displacement sensors, its operating principal is based on 
triangulation principal for distance measurement. This technology allows 
measuring distance of tiny objects and also their thickness including transparent 
material with only one sensor head and as shown in Figure 12 b). The working 
principal is as the following, the red laser rays reflected on the front and also on 
the back side of the transparent layers to measure the distance to both surfaces, 
the difference which is calculated simultaneously internally i.e. inside the 
processing unit is equals precise thickness measurements of the target object. 
Hence, the use of this technology has been applied to the experimental setup for 
speeding up the allocation process of the fiber under processing, as well as to 
automatize the whole micro-fabrication process. This done by scanning the fiber 
sample area of interest i.e. the working zone, and then creating a 3D. topographical 
map, Figure 13, based on scanned (x and y) positions of the fiber body at periodic 
different points, where, here the laser sensor head is held fixed and the sample 
scanned by the help of the 3D motion translation stage as illustrated in Figure 12- a). 
To reach the optimum and most suitable scanning performance on the fiber under 
test either for silica or polymer several scanning experiments have been run with 
different parameters combinations of the displacement scanning laser itself such 
as laser sensor intensity, sensor head inclination, scanning speed, etc... 
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Figure 13 Photograph of the aligning fiber process (a) CCD Image of the fiber processing zone 
of interest, (b) A plot of the red laser scanned results. 

In practice, an example to one of the experimental scanning results showed that 
this technology is efficient to be used for precisely allocating the fiber position on 
the XY plan as shown in Figure 13 a), and Figure 13 b) but not in the (z) which stills 
need some additional manual adjustments which will be accomplished on the next 
alignment step of the aligning algorism. 

 
Thus, from the previous step (i.e.) after automatically allocating the fiber position 
in XY plan, and guaranteeing that the fiber is well (tensioned, straight and fixed 
enough) over the sample substrate, the second part of the alignment algorithm 
comes. This step is based on using the CCD camera for refining and correcting the 
x, y, and z position which is obtained by a developing image processing technique 
(described later in section 4.4). In this step the fiber surface z-position is achieved 
via CCD camera and a femtosecond single pulse. A single shot laser pulse with well 
known and defined (z-position) and energy above ablation threshold is shot over 
the fiber surface. After then via the CCD image processing tool, the single ablated 
point position is detected and the real center fiber position is calculated 
automatically as shown in Figure 14. In this graph the red curves is the image 
processed fiber center positions (before and after see reference red horizontal line 
at point 500). This methodology has provided a higher degree of accuracy but it is 
strongly depending on the stability of the fiber illumination. It plays an extremely 
important and fundamental role of detecting the correct fiber surface position. In 
this graph the red curves is the image processed fiber center positions (before and 
after see reference red horizontal line at point 500). Therefore, to reach that target 
especial fiber sample holder with an especial enhanced illumination system has 
been designed and implemented. 
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Figure 14 Alignment process based on image processing by using both CCD camera and single 
laser pulse shot (a) Fiber surface before shooting single laser pulse (b) after shooting single 

laser pulse. 

4.2.2. Customized fiber holders 

 
In practices, correctly fixing the fiber substrates under micro-fabrication to the 
incoming laser pulses is an important practical experimental issue, thus, too much 
carefulness has been taken into account to design a reliable and multi-purpose 
fiber sample holder. Hence, costumed design sample holder were especially 
designed and fabricated for different laser post-processing optical fiber writing 
configurations such as transversal or co-axial. Photographs of the customized 
holders for different micro-fabrication situations are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 

16. In image Figure 15 shows the customized fiber sample holder for horizontal post-
processing of optical fiber materials, and Figure 16 shows some customized 
accessories for such vertical fiber post-processing Figure 16 a), and side post-
processing and especial characterizations Figure 16 b). 
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Figure 15 Photographs of the customized optical fiber sample holder for horizontal laser post-
processing.  

 
 
Figure 16 Photographs of other customized accessories of the holder for vertical and side laser 

processing, (a) accessory for vertical post-processing, (b) accessory for side post-processing 
and other characterization purposes. 

The holders are equipped with a special stable illumination system that is precisely 
designed for the current CCD vision system. There are also other additional 
illumination accessories that have been developed for special illuminating 
purposes, such as upper sample illumination with fiber optics see Figure 11). 
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Figure 17 Computer screen snapshots of the developed controlling software for monitoring 
and aligning optical fiber samples. (a) horizontally positioned optical fiber, (b) vertically 

positioned . 

4.2.3. Controlling software 
 

A composed special purpose micromachining controlling software for precisely 
laser post-processing micro-machining has been created and developed by using 
Matlab® computer engineering and programming environment. In this case, all the 
entire different experimental setup components such as Femtosecond laser 
controller, 3D nano translation stages, CCD camera software, switching relays, 
etc… are governed, controlled and synchronized by only one friendly graphical 
user interface (GUI) created by the Matlab®. This GUI gives to the user the ability to 
online monitoring and alleging the optical fiber sample under post-processing. A 
screen snapshot to the horizontal-transversal micromachining positioned optical 
fiber is shown in Figure 17-a), and for the vertically (co-axial) is shown in Figure 17-
b). The software is equipped by a special image processing tools based on special 
image analysis, measurements and enhancement algorithms for analyzing the live 
CCD images and other post micro-fabricated results.  

4.3. Characterization methods 
 

For precise femtosecond laser material post-processing, true information about 
the laser beam condition and its fundamental obvious processing parameters such 
as beam profiler quality factor M2, laser pulse duration τ and laser pulse energy E 
are accurately measured before the micro-fabrication process Figure 18. This is a 
fundamental step because it will help not only for reaching the most possible 
accurate material processing but also for future diagnosing and solving other 
experimental problems. Theses processing parameters are monitored via two 
experimental protocols as shown in Figure 19 a), and Figure 19 b). 
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Figure 18 Schematic diagram gives an example of the different laser beam characterization 
devices used for directly characterizing the femtosecond laser beam. 

The first procedure is by directly monitoring the laser beam from the laser system 
head as illustrated in schematic of Figure 19 a). And the second procedure is by 
monitoring the beam but here just after the focusing objective lens i.e. indirectly as 
shown in Figure 19 b), where, the focused laser beam is collimated through a thin 
lens and guided via reflected mirror to the characterization device.  
 

 

Figure 19 Experimental beam testing followed protocols (a) direct testing from the laser head, 
(b) indirect testing through re-collimating the laser beam after the objective lens. 

4.3.1. Pulse energy measurement 
 

The laser pulse energies have been measured via the measuring methodological 
protocols shown in Figure 19 i.e. one time directly from the head Figure 19-a) and 
indirectly through re-collimating the laser beam after the objective lens Figure 19-
b). In both cases the beam testing device could be, beam profiler, autocorrelator, or 
power meter.  

The other time is shown in Figure 20 as after splitting the incident laser beam power 
(100% transmitted power) via a dichroic beam splitter (99:1). More less the 99% 
of the incident beam is measured as illustrated in Figure 19-b), and the 1% of the 
laser beam is used to be an indicator of this 99%. i.e. to monitor the possible 
changes of the output laser pulse energy after the objective lens via a pW (pico-
Watt) resolution optical power meter, see Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 Photograph of the experimental online laser pulse energy stability monitoring during 
the laser post-processing, 

4.3.2. Beam profiler characterizations 

In femtosecond laser material processing, beam profile measurement is critically 
important parameter and it is usually necessary to be measured for ensuring that 
the proper profile for micromachining is existing [174]. Hence, in this thesis study, 
to characterize the laser beam profiler of the irradiance distribution of the highly 
collimated 3mm diameter femtosecond (FLCPA) laser beam, and other The 
characterizations are monitored via the followed measuring methodological 
protocols shown in Figure 19 a), and Figure 19 b). A commercial laser beam profiler 
from Thorlabs® model (BP-109UV) shown in Figure 21, is used, this tool is a high-
precision instrument that can analyze the power distribution of laser beams with 
different diameters its scientific specifications are listed in the Table 4. The 
resultant beam profiler shapes before and after the focusing objective lens are 
introduced in Figure 22 a), and Figure 22 b). The beam quality factor is estimated to 
be less than M2<1.2 in x axis, and 1.1 in y axis which is considered to be very 
suitable for precise post-processing.  
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Figure 21 Photograph of the commercial beam profiler model Thorlabs BP-104, the magnified 
zone shows an example to the irradiance distribution provided by the beam profiler. 

 

Table 4 Beam profiler BP-109UV scientific specifications 

Specifications BP-104 UV-IR 

Wavelength Range (nm) 200 - 1100 
Detector Type Si - UV Enhanced 
Aperture Diameter 4 mm 
Scan Method Scanning Slits 
Slit Size 2.5 μm 
Min Beam Diameter 10 μm 
Max Beam Diameter 4 mm 
Scan Rate 1.0 - 20.0 per s (continuously variable) 
Sampling Resolution 0.5 - 38 μm (depending on scan rate) 

 

 

 

Figure 22 Beam profiler characterization unit (a) Photograph of the experimental 3D beam 
profiler, (b) characterization results from the laser front head (directly), (c) characterization 

results of the laser beam after the objective lens (indirectly). 
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4.3.3. Femtosecond pulse duration measurement 

 
Different techniques in the literature are used to measure the laser pulse width τ , 
such as, interferometry autocorrelation (IAC) [175, 176], frequency-resolved 
optical gating (FROG), [177], [178] and spectral phase interferometry for direct 
electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER) [179, 180]. However, In this thesis another 
technique called delta autocorrelation [181] for measuring the FLCPA laser pulse 
width is used a commercial device. A photograph of the commercial 
autocorrelation device model delta single shot autocorrelation and GDL-100 is 
shown in Figure 23. The delta autocorrelator is based on second harmonic 
generation (SHG) to characterize the unknown laser pulse. The SHG process can be 
represented by:  
 
 𝜔1 +  𝜔1 =  𝜔2 (1) 
 
Where, 𝜔1 and 𝜔2 are the fundamental and second harmonic frequencies, 
respectively. In this measurement technique, an input beam (fundamental), is first 
separated into two beams see Figure 23 b), and then the two fundament beams are 
recombined at a cross angle (θ) in a SHG crystal to generate the SHG signal. The 
experimental laser pulse width is estimated to be 370 fs (±) 10fs. 
 
 

 

Figure 23 Photographs of the femtosecond laser pulse autocorrelation unit. (a) Commercial 
delta beam autocorrelator (b) Second harmonic generation (SGH) principal used to measure 

the laser pulse duration (τ). 
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4.4. Sample characterization methods 
 
In this section, the followed techniques to prepare and to characterize the sample 
are introduced briefly. 

4.4.1. Ultrasonic path 
 
For guaranteeing a clean micromachining, the setup has been equipped by a 
vacuum machine to absorb any tiny dust particles produced during the post-
processing process, as well as, each sample has been cleaned ultrasonically with 
adding methanol before and after each micro fabrication experimental processes 
[182] for further optical microscopic characterizations. 
 

4.4.2. Optical microscopy 
 

The post-processing micro-fabrication/machining measurements were performed 
using the objective lens of the micromachining setup and its CCD camera to act as a 
microscope. A developed optical characterization and image measurement 
software utilities are especially developed by Matlab®. The 3 axis motors used to 
allocate the sample under characterization. Other features such as constructing 3D 
image models to the micro-fabricated/machined ablated craters of the material 
surface. are also developed. A photograph of the sample characterization setup is 
shown in Figure 24 a) followed by a computer screen snapshot image to the 
developed used characterization software Figure 24 b). 
 

 

Figure 24 Photograph of the developed optical characterization method for sample post-
processing characterizations. (a) Side view of the system, (b) Screen snapshot of the developed 

image processing and measurement tools. 
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4.5. Materials 
 
In this thesis study, different types of commercially available optical fiber 
transparent materials with different core diameters are used to contribute with 
developing optical fiber sensing devices. The first type of these materials is silica 
represented in the commercially available standard optical telecommunication 
fiber (SMF-28) with (9/125) µm (core/cladding) respectively. The other type of 
materials is polymers represented in polymer optical fiber (POF).The used POF is a 
commercial plastic fiber Mitsubishi Rayon model SK-10 with (240/250) µm 
(core/cladding) respectively. 

4.7. Conclusions 
 
In this chapter, a high precision experimental setup based on a femtosecond FLCPA 
laser for post-processing different types of optical fiber materials. The setup has 
been developed and equipped with multi-purpose fiber holders. The system is 
controlled by simple GUI controlling software developed especially for that 
purpose. Concrete information about the laser beam properties such as beam 
quality factor M2, laser pulse energy (E) values, laser pulse width (τ) are measured 
precisely via commercial scientific equipments. Fiber aligning algorithm and 
another developed image processing characterization methods for online sample 
monitoring characterization are also develop. 
 





 

 

 

Chapter 5 

Material characterizations 
 

If we recall our childhood memories then we may remember our first light-mater 
interaction experiment, through combining the incoming sunlight energy via a 
magnifying glass to fire up a green leaf page or a white piece of paper. Well, for me 
I do remember when I sneaked out with my grandmother’s magnifying glass to fire 
up a fallen yellow straw. I have recognized that, straw fires up only when the total 
combined sunlight energy are totally focused at the focal point of the lens, and both 
the brightness and size of the formed sunlight spot changes dramatically when I 
moved the lens up and down vertically from the straw. When I repeated this 
experiment to a green leaf it fired faster than the straw, I did not know why at this 
moment but now I know, and that is because of there is a relation between light 
absorption and the material color. However, the simplicity of this experiment that 
the majority of us have tried is considered to be the first spark of today’s laser 
material processing science and its revolutionary impact on many amazing 
working applications. This chapter is trying to introduce a better understanding of 
the relationship between the focused light energy in this case of course ultrashort 
femtosecond laser pulses, and the optical cylindrical fiber through a series of 
different experimental studies hoping to reach our ultimate goal which is to obtain 
the most suitable post-processing parameter combination that fits the materials 
under test at its certain processing situation for producing useful optical fiber 
sensor OFS devices. 
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5. Material Characterizations 
 

5.1. Introduction 
 
When a spatial Gaussian laser beam profiler passes through an objective focusing 
lens, then it becomes a stretched one. Hence, the radiation of energy and intensity 
destruction all along spatial z axis could be divided into main three different 
processing regions of reaction that could affect the material based on three main 
physical absorption regions as shown in Figure 25. The first region is the actual 
beam profile (Blue dotted line refers to single photon absorption), green dotted 
line refers to (two-photon absorption), and the red dotted line is for the three 
photon absorption level [59] where the material threshold take place. Thus, it 
could be understood that carful defining of these regions is necessary to dominate 
the whole micro-fabrication process. 
 

 

Figure 25 A computer simulations of the spatial distributions of laser energy absorbed by 
transparent material via a plot between the beam intensity and profile positions. 

The following section is trying to allocate practically these regions of reactions to 
allocate precisely the ablation reaction zone (T3) on the two different types of 
optical fiber materials used in this thesis which are silica and polymers, taking into 
account the role of their geometrical cylindrical body shape.  
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5.2 Focal energy threshold regions 
 
In practice, to give a general idea about the different threshold reaction regions 
that could affect the material surface Figure 26 illustrates these regions with 
different z-axis focal position. For example when the focal at distance (Z0) i.e. away 
enough to affect the material surface, then threshold (T0) could be defined. When 
it is relatively near to the surface with distance (Z1) then it may causes an invisible 
refractive index change and hence (T1) could be defined. Otherwise, when the focal 
is near to the surface e.g. with distance (Z2), then a visible refractive index change 
could be recorded and that identifies the (T2). Otherwise, when the focal is at the 
correct vertical position e.g. (Z3) ablation could take place to form voids and well 
defined craters that could be easily noticed microscopically. For example, in silica 
(SiO2) above (T1) isotropic index appears, above (T2) strong anistropic index 
dominates, and above (T3) voids are formed [183].  
 

 

Figure 26 Schematic illustration of the stretched laser Gaussian beam profile shows the focal 
energy distribution regions along the spatial z-axis. 

Ablation threshold (T3) is considered to be the entrance door for laser 
micromachining in general, and defining it precisely is necessary and useful for 
this thesis study. Thus, to achieve that target the anatomy of depth of laser focal 
(DOF) with respect to the material surface is introduced via a group of selected 
experimental studies. The fiber cylindrical geometrical body has been taken into 
account i.e. the different threshold regions are defined over two different possible 
processing configurations such as horizontally and co-axially (vertically) as shown 
in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27 Schematic of the experimental fiber position writing configurations. (a) Fiber 
horizontally mounted (see the example), (b) fiber vertically mounted (co-axial). 

5.2.1. Correct focal position 
 
The purpose of this experiment is to allocate firstly the correct vertical distance of 
the spatial focal plan (neck position) relative to the material surface being 
processed. 
 

5.2.2. Experimental Procedure 
 
The idea behind this experiment is to emit single femtosecond laser shoots with 
accurately predefined and different energies from the possible lowest energy to 
the highest. Fixing the other laser parameter, the pulse duration (τ), the pulses 
passes through the objective lens which is positioned at different predefined (z-
axis) vertical distances relative to the material surface under test. The numerical 
aperture (NA) of the objective is fixed too. See the illustration of Figure 28. 
 

 

Figure 28 A schematic of the followed experimental procedure to allocate the correct focal 
neck position for further experimental studies. 

From Figure 28 different laser pulse energies (E) are illuminated over different test 
positions (A, B, C and D) at different predefined processing distances (1, 2, 3, and 
4) relative to the transparent material surface. From this experimental study, it 
could be noticed also that real data information could be obtained about the laser 
ablation threshold (T3) and its spatial position (z-position) location along the focal 
spot. This could be recorded for future precise material processing. 
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This experiment has been run over a different predefined vertical distances over 
the standard telecom single mode silica optical fiber SMF-28. The results obtained 
from this study are shown in Figure 29 which shows a real microscopic photograph 
of the experimental results after shooting different laser pulse energies over 
different pre-defined z-plan distance positions.  
 
 

 

Figure 29 Microscopic experimental photograph results of the silica SMF-28 standard telecom 
optical fiber for allocating the correct processing focal spot neck position. 
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The E# represents the tested energies from the minimum to the maximum (0 µJ to 
4.93 µJ). Surface (0µm) represents the position of the focal spot over the fiber 
surface. Distances (1, 2, 3, and 4) are represents the tested positions where the 
focal (0, 3, 6, and 9 µm) away from the fiber surface. The red rectangular frames 
are framing the positions where the ablated pulses are not well defined at certain 
group of energies. 

5.2.3. Experimental results 
 
As it can be appreciated from the different focal position results, the (0 µm) 
position is the only position where, the evolution of the ablated spot footprints 
diameters are increased proportionally with respect to higher energies. Hence, in 
this case the vertical z-axis position of processing focal spot is approximately at the 
correct fiber surface position. Otherwise, this scenario is not as same as with other 
different z-plan distances such as (+3, +6, and +9 µm) away from the focal position, 
for example, at (+6 µm) away from the fiber surface energies such as E (4.28 µJ - 
4.93 µJ) are not well defined compared to the others position such as (+3 and 9µm) 
positions from the fiber surface etc. Thus, this gives a practical idea that only at the 
correct focal spot (x, y, and especially z) position one can utilize the majority 
fractures and characteristics of the focused laser beam. 
 

 
 

Figure 30 Illustration of the influence of the pulse energy in the ablation size. 
 

On another hand the dimensions of the ablated (T3) spot footprints could be 
simply controlled by only controlling the correct laser pulse energy as shown in 
the illustration of Figure 30. In this thesis work this feature has been utilized to 
control the ablated spot footprints dimensions by carefully adjusting the laser 
pulse energy.  

5.2.4. Discussions 
 
In this experimental study, the effect of focal spatial position with different single 
laser pulse energies has been investigated over different distances relative to the 
material surface under micro-processing. From that experiment it has been 
noticed that the focal spatial position plays an important role during laser material 
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processing and participates for better defining the correct laser material threshold 
damage region(s). It could be also understood that, femtosecond laser material 
ablation not only may occur when the conditions for void creation are met (i.e.) the 
incident laser pulse energy at the focal region is sufficient to create plasma with a 
sufficient energy for Coulomb repulsion [57]but also with the correct spatial 
position over the material surface to create that damage. On another words, if near 
enough to the surface the plasma will inevitably weaken the surface wall allowing 
the pressure on the side walls to be reduced in due course. This causes the removal 
of material from a substrate and is characterized as ablation [57]. Hence, for 
precise laser material processing especially for cylindrical optical transparent fiber 
materials i.e. (surface is not plane) it is necessary to study the effect that 
phenomena with different laser pulse energies at different processing 
configurations. Thus, from this simple experimental study, the following practical 
experimental objectives are set for precise laser inscription (on/in) optical fiber 
materials under test. The objectives are as the following for each of the two 
commercial optical fiber transparent materials used in this thesis work which are 
silica (SiO2) and polymer optical fibers (POF): 
 
1. By collecting reliable information of laser pulse energy and its influence on the 

material surface with different perpendicular z-axis positions.  
 
2. By studding the behavior of the cylindrical geometrical transparent optical 

fiber bodies to the (DOF) with different laser energies being used.  
 

These experimental practical data will lead to a better selection to the most 
suitable writing geometry configuration as well as the decision making for 
selecting the best laser processing parameter combination as will be introduced 
later in this chapter (experimentally).  
 

5.2.5. Conclusions 
 
The following bullets summarize this section: 
 
 At the correct spatial position of the tightly focused laser beam with a well 

defined and stable laser pulse energy, one may define the diameter outside of 
which the energy density is below the ablation threshold (T1, and T2) [41], 
[184].  
 

 Ablation (T3) is only occurs in the central part of the focused region. This area 
is smaller than the full diameter of the focused beam, and for tight focusing it 
may be “nominally” below the diffraction limit, giving rise to submicron 
structures.  

 
 The correct definition to the material threshold damage depends on not only on 

the lowest laser pulse energy that could affect the material surface but also on 
the correct spatial position relative to the material surface under processing 
with respect to other concepts such as the numerical aperture of the objective 
lens (NA), etc …  
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 Using the focusing lens is considered to be an effective way for controlling the 

femtosecond laser induced plasma for especially shaping the dimensions of the 
ablated micro-machined craters and footprints [57]. This feature allows 
controlling the pulse to be spatially confined to a sub micron focal spot. 

 

 Under the right conditions by utilizing the threshold feature it is possible to a 
wide range of complex structures to be micro-machined.  

5.3. 3D Modeling of DOF 
 
In this section, a 3D real material simulation of the DOF of a given laser pulse 
energy on the material under test is introduced. This simulation is trying to 
provide a better visualization and understanding to the different reaction zones 
along the focused spot.  

5.3.1. Experimental Procedure 
 
As illustrated in Figure 31 single laser pulse of fixed (energy, wavelength, and 
duration) is shoot over the spatial perpendicular z-axis with a sequenced (z-plan) 
pre-defined distances toward the material surface under test with well defined 
separation of each two z-plans which is called the z-scan resolution same as the 
experimental study followed in ref [185]. This experiment has been repeated with 
different laser pulse energies on the cylindrical optical fiber materials used in this 
thesis. After then a three dimensional (3D) simulation of the precisely measured 
craters diameters (spot footprints) due to ablation, are gathered for visualizing the 
effect of depth of focal (DOF) of certain energy to identify its threshold levels i.e. 
threshold regions (T1, T2, and T3). 
 

 

Figure 31 Illustration of the followed experimental procedure to obtain a real data information 
about the characteristics of each focal spot footprint due to ablation and its spatial z-axis 

position. 
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Figure 32 Experimental results on a standard (SMF-28) telecom optical fiber silica (SiO2) 
material achieved by shooting single laser pulse with fixed energy (in this case of 2.77 µJ). 

 
To give an idea to the followed experiment, a photograph of one of our 
experimental result applied on the surface of a standard optical fiber (SMF-28) 
horizontally mounted, the laser processing pulse parameters were as the following 
(2.77 µJ, 1030nm, 370 fs) and the z-scan resolution was (0.25µm). The photograph 
shows a different spots shapes due to laser mater interaction with different z-plan 
focal positions. The upper left red arrow is pointing the first visible microscopic 
material refractive index change. The orange pointed down arrow is referring to 
the focal position that permits for (sub-surface) micromachining i.e. the entrance 
to sub-surface processing. Figure 33 gives an example of a real three dimensional 
(3D) simulation to the measured different ablation diameters. 
 
 

 

Figure 33 (a) Threshold zones along the focal spot, (b) a real three dimensional (3D) simulation 
to the laser footprint dimensions at different z-axis vertical relative position to the material 

surface under test. 
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As it can be seen from Figure 33, the simulation gives true and real practical 
information about each focal spot of diameter along the z-axis vertical plan. 
Through that simulation, the location of each certain spot footprint over the 
material surface could be easily accessed.  

5.3.2. Silica optical fiber (SMF-28) results 
 
Effect of different laser pulse energies over sequenced perpendicular z-plan 
distances toward the fiber surface has been investigated. Figure 34 shows the 
obtained results on the silica standard telecom optical fiber (SMF-28). The tested 
energies are 3.94 µJ, 2.77 µJ, 1.37 µJ, and 0.31 µJ. The red line refers to the position 
where no damage is observed but could be exist, the orange line refers to the 
regions where an observed refractive index modification starts to take place i.e. to 
be easily observed via the microscopic observation tools. And the red circles refer 
to the entrance to strong ablation region of (T3). Eventually, blue squares and 
heading down orange arrows are referring to the starting location toward 
subsurface processing at that certain focal spot z-plan level. 
 

 

Figure 34 Experimental results over (SiO2) optical fiber with single laser pulse at same z-plan 
separation distances (0.5µm) but with different laser pulse energies from left to right (3.94, 

2.77, 1.37, and 0.31) µJ. 

Based on these obtained results from Figure 34 the ablated craters have been 
measured carefully via the developed screen measurement tools discussed in 
(chapter 4). And based on these measurements a 3D simulation of the DOF with 
each laser energy is 3D modeled as shown in Figure 35.  
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Figure 35 3D simulation results to the collected craters diameters along with the perpendicular 
z-axis over the standard telecom (SM-28) optical fiber silica (SiO2) material surface. (a) Scan 

results of 3.94 µJ, (b) results of 2.77 µJ, (c) results of 1.37 µJ, and (d) results of 0.31 µJ. 

As it can be noticed from Figure 35, the location of the focal position the cause’s 
strong ablation (T3) could be defined for future accessing. And the position of the 
entrance toward subsurface processing could also be located. See the colored bar 
of each image of Figure 35. This simulation is also gives an idea about the volume of 
the focused spot. 
 

5.3.3. Polymer optical fiber (POF) Results 
 

By repeating the same experimental procedures on the polymer optical fiber (POF) 
the 3D simulation of the DOF with different energies per pulses such as (2.77, 0.37, 
0.31, and 0.11)µJ is obtained and introduced in Figure 36  
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Figure 36 3D simulation results to the collected craters diameters along with the perpendicular 
z-axis over the polymer optical fiber (POF - PMMA) material surface model SK10 (240/250) 

diameter (core/cladding). (a) Scan results of (3.94 µJ), (b) results of (2.77 µJ), (c) results of (1.37 
µJ), and (d) results of (0.31 µJ). 

5.3.4. Conclusions 
 

From the previous experimental studies introduced in this section it could be 
concluded that: 

 Based on the obtained 3D simulations it is now possible to: 

 Allocate the ablation threshold zone (T3) where “strong ablation reaction zone” 
starts taking place, and determine precisely its spatial dimensions on the 
optical fiber material under processing.  
 

 Allocate any desired spot footprint dimensions before or after the ablation 
entrance threshold and its position of this spot along the focal point became 
possible. 
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 Study accurately other obvious material processing parameters such as, the 
effect of number of pulses of a given spot footprint at certain distance away 
from the fiber surface, to investigate the most suitable scanning speed and 
etc…. 

5.4. Ablation threshold measurement 
 

In the previous sections was introduced some practical experimental studies to 
define the location of the three possible threshold regions either (T1) or (T2), and 
most importantly the ablation threshold (T3). In this section, the value of the 
ablation threshold (T3) fluence is tried to be calculate “as a value in micro-joules” 
for the two different optical transparent materials used in this thesis study. First, a 
review of the current methodologies and techniques used for defining that 
parameter are introduced briefly, followed by the experimental procedures used to 
define that parameter on two fiber writing processing configurations, horizontally 
and vertically. 

5.4.1. Introduction 
 
Laser induced damage threshold (LIDT) fluence is a crucial parameter in laser 
material processing and carefully defining that parameter is an extremely 
important aspect for precisely controlling the whole micro-fabrication processes. 
When taking advantage of the threshold effect the controllability to micro-
fabrication resolution could be always improved if one keeps on reducing the 
difference between the chosen laser intensity and the threshold intensity [59]. 

 
In practice, LIDT of most materials are having a small range of values attributed to 
them arising from the laser processing parameters, techniques being used or 
applied. As a consequences they are different between scientific research groups 
being conducting the research [57]. An example to this argument is given in a 
research paper by (Sanner, et, al)[186] which focused on the importance of 
accurate determination of surface damage due to ablation of a dielectric material 
irradiated with femtosecond laser pulses, the research has revealed that the range 
of values quoted for the ablation threshold for the fused silica material is given 
between (2-12) J cm-2. Another example introduced by (Kononenko, et, al) [187]to 
the value given for natural diamond as (10-80) J cm-2where the value fluctuates 
widely across a specimen surface. According to reference [57] the reasons for the 
range in values could be summarized in the following points: 
 
 The diversity of the applied methodological ways to measure and define the 

same material induced threshold damages [186], [188].  
 

 From the practical point of view, the differences of the experimental setups 
among research groups could leads to different estimations to the obtained (T3) 
threshold values of the same material.  
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 The small variations and dependence of material impurities must also be taken 
into account. Because such dopants could lead to a significantly different and 
controversies to the obtained threshold values.  

 There is also a dependence on the experimental wavelength of the laser being 
used and this will determine the physical mechanisms involved from 
multiphoton absorption, impact ionization, free carrier absorption and many 
other related phenomenon. A detailed study is introduced by (Poumellec, et, al) 
in ref [183].  
 

 As well as the deterministic behavior of the threshold (sharpness of the 
transition) also depends on the laser spot size and its real spatial dimensions.  

 
 The measurements of the threshold with various numerical apertures and 

different techniques revealed a noticeable threshold increase while decreasing 
the laser beam focus radius.  

 
However, in our opinion, and our practical point of view, these differences in 
values could be due to some inaccurate selection to the correct focal position 
relative to the material surface being tested. 
 
Measurement of the ablation thresholds have been reported in the literature with 
different methods and techniques. Among of them for example, scattering light 
methods used by [189] to visualize the first damages. Authors of ref [190] 
estimated the threshold by observing the amount of speckle formation in a 
transmitted and reflected He-Ne laser beam focused on the area of interaction. 
Extrapolations of the ablation rate to the low fluence range can also lead to the 
material threshold as introduced by [191]. Table 5 summarizes some of the current 
trial methodological ways for estimating the laser material ablation threshold 
damage.  
 

 

Table 5 Some of the current methodological ways for measuring (LIDT) 

Methodology References 

Probe sensing  [191], [192] 
Optical Profilometry [193], and [194] 
Coated replicas [195], 
Profile observation [196], [197] 
Tomography [198], 
Volume ablation rate  [46] 

 
These methods are reliable but their experimental configurations needs too much 
of physical expensive equipments and preparations. 
 
There is another simple estimation methodology called regression method which 
is considered to be the simplest way to estimate the ablation threshold (T3) as 
introduced in refs [55], [182, 199]and [200]. This method is usually based on the 
extrapolation of the evolution of the ablated diameters as a function of fluence 
laser pulse energy. In this case, by plotting and fitting the values of the estimated 
visible ablated diameters versus the fluences or energies will provide a good 
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estimation of the ablation threshold. In this thesis study, the ablation threshold 
material damage has been estimated by applying that methodology. And the waist 
diameters of both inner and outer craters volumes of each ablated spot has been 
optically measured and precisely estimated thanks to the developed CCD image 
processing utility developed by Matlab® as introduced in (chapter 4). 
 

5.4.2. General experimental strategy 
 

In this thesis study, the ablation threshold is approximately determined over two 
different possible geometrical processing configuration positions of the cylindrical 
optical fiber as illustrated in Figure 37. The first one is shown in Figure 37-a) i.e. 
when the fiber is horizontally mounted. And the second one is shown in Figure 37-a) 
i.e. when the fiber tip is cleaved and vertically mounted. This is of course for the 
two different commercial optical fiber materials used in this thesis:  
 
 Silica (SiO2): (SMF-28) - of (9/125) (core/cladding) diameters. 
 Polymer optical fiber (POF): PMMA model Mitsubishi Rayon Co. SK10 

(240/250) (core/cladding) diameters. 
 

 

 

Figure 37 Schemes of the threshold experimental test (a) fiber horizontally mounted, (b) fiber 
vertically mounted. 

5.4.3. Transversal Axis (Horizontal) 
 
In the following section, the following experimental studies are dedicated to the 
cylindrical optical fiber horizontally positioned as illustrated in Figure 38. Based on 
spatial focal spot position database obtained from section 5.3, the central spatial 
focal spot position (focal neck) level is selected to study the laser ablation 
threshold damage. 
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Figure 38 schematic diagram showing the experimental procedure for studying the LIDT on a 
cylindrical optical fiber (In this case the fiber is horizontally mounted). 

Different single laser pulse energies are illuminated from the lowest to the highest 
over the central horizontal axis of the cylindrical silica and polymer optical fibers. 
The horizontal fiber central positions were precisely pre-allocated based on the 
alignment techniques introduced in (Chapter 4). The experimental setup is also 
has been equipped with a half-wave plate controlled by high resolution motorized 
rotational motor to investigate the entrance of each (T1-T2) thresholds as shown 
in Figure 39. 
 
 

 

Figure 39 Special threshold experimental setup, with the optical fiber horizontally mounted. 
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Figure 40 Silica standard SMF-28 threshold experimental results (a) microscopic photograph of 
the ablated points, (b) an image processed, (c) (T1-T2), and (T2-T3) special study results, (d) 

special experimental setup for defining (T1-T2), and (T2-T3). 

5.4.3.1. Silica SMF-28 results (Horizontal) 
 

The obtained experimental results are shown in Figure 40 a) shows the 
experimental results obtained from shooting different laser pulses with different 
energies at the fiber central surface, (b) is a processed Image of photograph (a)to 
facilitate identifying the different regions i.e. the red rectangle is framing the group 
of ablated spots illuminated by higher energies per pulse above the ablation 
threshold (T3), and it can be noticed that the diameter of each ablated spot 
increases exponentially with the increasing of the laser pulse energy. Once, the 
onset of the strong ablation (T3) is noticed or located, then a special study has 
been applied trying to allocate carefully the (T1-T2) and (T2-T3) Figure 40 c) by 
using a motorized beam attenuator as it shown in Figure 40 d). 
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Figure 41 Plots of the measured ablated spot diameters verses different laser pulse energies 
for a horizontally mounted silica standard optical fiber (SMF-28). 

The ablation threshold has been approximately estimated via plotting and fitting 
the measured diameter values of the well defined visible ablated diameters of 
Figure 40 -b) versus their energies. The ablation threshold damage of the 
horizontally mounted standard silica optical fiber is estimated to be equal 
to 3.6 ±  3.2 J cm2⁄  Figure 41 shows an example to the plotting of the measured 
diameters verses the pulse energies. 

5.4.3.2. POF Results (Horizontal) 

 
Applying the same experimental procedure introduced in the previous section the 
laser ablation threshold damage on the polymer optical fiber found to be equal 
to 2 ±  1.2 J cm2⁄  which is lower than the silica as it is expected. A microscopic 
experimental photograph of the polymer optical fiber (PMMA) model SK10 
(240/250) diameter (core/cladding) is shown in Figure 42 where, (a) is the 
experimental results obtained from shooting single laser pulse with different 
energies over different periodic horizontal central positions over the fiber surface, 
(b) is a processed image of photograph (a) to show the position of each ablated 
creator. 
 

 

Figure 42 POF experimental results, (a) photograph of the ablated spots, (b) image processed 
of photograph (a). 
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5.4.4. Co-Axial (Vertical) 
 

A single laser pulse with different energies have been illuminated over a vertically 
positioned cylindrical optical fiber, after allocating the correct spatial (focal neck) 
position relative to the fiber surface but at the same (x, y) positions, see Figure 43 
b). In the Figure 43 a) is showing the position of the fiber vertically fixed and 
mounted by the customized holder equipped with an illumination system 
developed especially for that purpose.  
 

 

Figure 43 Schematic diagram of the experimental procedure for studying the LIDT on a 
vertically mounted optical fiber, (a) fiber position in the experimental setup, (b) schematic to 

show the fiber location to the focal neck. 

 

Figure 44 Microscopic photograph of the threshold results of vertical fiber cleaved surface tips 
(a) silica optical fiber (SMF-28), (b) polymer optical fiber (POF). 
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5.4.4.1. Experimental results for silica and POF  

 
The vertical ablation threshold results for both silica standard optical fiber (SMF-
28) and polymer optical fiber (POF-SK-10) are shown in Figure 44. In Figure 44 a) is 
showing a microscopic photograph of experimental results obtained from shooting 
single laser pulse with different energies over a vertically positioned cleaved 
standard silica single mode telecom SiO2 optical fiber (SMF-28). The initial (E) 
indicates to the transmitted laser pulse energy, and the numbers are the 
experimental tested energies used in the experiment. The yellow rectangle is 
framing the group of the experimental energies where is no observed visible 
damage found, and the green rectangle is grouping the microscopic observed 
damages. The ablation threshold is found to be approximately equal to 18 ±
 10.3 J cm2⁄  for silica SMF-28. For (POF-SK-10) material found to be approximately 
equal to 10 ±  7.3 J cm2⁄  as shown in Figure 44 b) which shows a microscopic 
experimental photograph of the experimental POF surface results. 
 

5.4.6. Summary 
 

Based on previous material experimental characterization studies introduced in 
sections (5.2 - 5.4) it is possible now to select any of desired laser spot of interest 
for further experimental investigation tests for example to study the influence of 
multiple number of pulse, scanning speed, etc…. It can be appreciated from the 
experimental LIDT in both of horizontally and vertically optical fibers that the 
obtained values are different from each others, and this gives an idea that the fiber 
cylindrical geometrical body plays a role during the micro-processing process and 
should be considered for the future experimental studies. In the following section 
the role of laser pulse overlap is investigated on both silica and polymer optical 
fiber materials. 

5.5. Role of laser pulse overlap 

 
In laser material processing, laser pulse overlap (Od)is one of most important and 
crucial processing parameter, as the performance of the further obtained micro-
fabricated results in form of waveguides, micro-channels, etc… will be strongly 
depending on the proper selection of its value. Od is calculated from the following 
equation: 

 % 𝑂𝑑 = 1 − (
𝑆

2ω0  ×  𝑃𝑅𝑅
) (2) 

 
Where, 𝑆 is the laser scanning speed parameter, 𝑃𝑅𝑅 is the laser pulse repetition 
rate, 2ω0 is the focused spot size. In practice, the percentage of the (𝑂𝑑%) is 
important to be selected carefully, and to demonstrate the importance of that 
parameter, in this thesis a brief experimental study was investigated by 
micromachining an optical waveguides with different % 𝑂𝑑 percentages of 
equation (2) such as 85%, 90%, and 95%. With the FLCPA femtosecond fiber laser 
operating at (1030nm/370fs/120KHz, and 1.37µJ) different micro-machined lines 
with the mentioned percentages were micro-machined at the plan subsurface level 
of a bulk optical transparent (PMMA) substrate material same as to (POF) material 
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used in this thesis study. The experimental results are shown in Figure 45 a). and in 

Figure 45 b).It can be appreciated that micro-cracks appears at the micro-machined 
waveguide with Od = 95%, otherwise micro-cracks slightly disappear with lower 
pulse overlap percentages such as (90% and 85%). Thus, from that fast 
experiment it could be appreciated that the proper optimizing to the % 𝑂𝑑 
parameter is considered to be an effective way to enhance the quality of the 
scribes. And to control the stress built up from too much heat deposited in a small 
areas of that material. Which is in case of Od = 95%, was too high compared to the 
other values. 
 

 

Figure 45 Photographs of a top view of scribes in plastic optical fiber (POF-PMMA). (a) Optical 
waveguides with different pulse overlap (from up to down) 85%, 90% and 95%. (b) Near field 
optical waveguide characterization of the waveguide written with 95% overlap. 

 
The previous experimental study the micro-machined lines were only been tested 
on a semi cubic transparent material with a fixed distance away from its flat 
surface (subsurface), and these results could be different in case of processing 
other geometrical bodies such as spheres, cylindrical transparent materials, 
etc…because the ratio between depth of focus (DOF) and the used spot size 
depends on the material refractive index (n) and other parameters such as 
numerical aperture (NA) of the objective focusing lens as it is summarized in 
equation (3). [60] 
 

 
2z0

2ω0

=  
𝑛

𝑁𝐴
 

(3) 
 

 
Hence, to gain practical understanding and better micromachining controllability 
to the optical cylindrical optical fiber materials used in this thesis the following 
targets are briefly outlined: 
 
1. To study the role of the geometrical fiber cylindrical body based on the two pre 

discussed laser processing position configuration i.e. (horizontally and 
vertically). 
 

2. To study the role of different laser number of pulses (𝑁𝑝) at different 

processing positions either on the fiber surface or under its surface 
(subsurface). 
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3. To deduce and report the most suitable laser scanning speeds that fits precisely 

the processing position of the fiber under test either on its surface or it’s 
subsurface. 

 
Therefore, in the following sections a reliable information about the effect of 
different number of pulses and their footprint characteristics on the material being 
tested are gathered firstly based on the two writing configuration geometries i.e. 
(horizontally and vertically). 
 

5.5.1. Role of 𝑵𝒑 on horizontal fiber surface 

 
This section is meant to study the effect of different laser number of pulses 𝑵𝒑 at 

the surface level of a horizontally mounted optical fiber material a schematic 
illustration to the experimental procedure is shown in Figure 46. 

 

 
 

Figure 46 Schematic of the general experimental procedure for testing the effect of different 
laser processing number of laser pulses (only at the fiber surface level). 

5.5.1.1. Silica results 

 
At fixed laser pulse energy of 1.37 µJ and fixed pulse repetition rate of 120 KHz 
different laser numbers of pulses (1 up to 60,000) pulses are illuminated over the 
surface level of a horizontally mounted standard (SMF-28) silica optical fiber 
where the spatial focused spot position (focal neck) was selected. A photograph of 
the experimental obtained results by shooting different number of laser pulses is 
shown in Figure 47. In photograph (a) a microscopic image to the experimental 
results on the silica (SMF-28) fiber surface (horizontally mounted), and 
photograph (b) shows a MATLAB processed image of photograph (a) to indicate the 
position of the tested number of pulses as following: color in red is grouping pulses 
from (1-5), green (6-10) pulses, and blue (100-60,000) pulses. The experiment has 
been repeated with same conditions but with other two different laser pulse 
energies such as 0.19µJ and 3.94µJ and Figure 48 shows plotting of the measured 
diameters to the ablated spot verses the tested pulse energies. 
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Figure 47 Experimental results of the silica standard optical fiber SMF-28 horizontally mounted 
to the incoming laser different number of pulses at the focal central position on the fiber 

surface. 

 

Figure 48 Plot of the measured diameters to the ablated spot verses tested pulse energies with 
different values such as (3.94, 1.37, and 0.9µJ). 

As it can be appreciated from Figure 47 that at the fiber surface level the ablated 
shapes of all the laser spots are rounded. On another hand from Figure 48 it could be 
appreciated that the ablated diameters of these spots are become saturated after 
specific number of pulses which in this case between (100 - 10,000) pulses of the 
different tested energies (see the ablated diameter saturation threshold red line). 
But there is however slight change after pulse 10,000 - 60,000. This gives an idea 
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that at silica surface processing with this pulse repetition rate 120 KHz no matter 
how many number of pulses are emitted after the saturation threshold i.e. the 
ablated diameter will be the same. The ablated diameters produced by 20,000 
pulses could give the same effect of 40,000 pulses and so on. But by controlling the 
laser pulse energy the dimensions of the ablated diameters could be controlled 
dramatically. 

5.5.1.2. POF results 

 
The same silica experimental study procedure has been repeated on the 
commercial polymer optical fiber (POF) material model SK-10. A photograph of the 
experimental results is shown in Figure 49. As photograph (a) shows a microscopic 
image of the resultant ablated spots on the horizontally positioned POF with 
different number of laser pulses at fixed laser pulse energy of 1.37 µJ. Photograph 
(b) shows a plotting of the diameter measurements but with additional different 
other two pulse energies in this case 0.31, and 0.11 µJ. The dotted green curve in 
Figure 49 b) refers to 1.37 µJ pulse energy, the dotted red curve refers to 0.31 µJ 
pulse energy, and the dotted metallic curve indicates to 0.11 µJ pulse energy.  
 
In comparison to silica materials (SMF-28) with polymer optical fiber (POF-SK-10) 
transparent materials it could be appreciated from Figure 48 and Figure 49 that, the 
ablation diameter saturation threshold in POF is lower than the Silica thus lower 
energies are recommended for precise laser micro-processing in POF.  
 

 
Figure 49 POF experimental results, (a) Microscopic image of the different number of pulses, 

and (b) a plot of the diameter vs. the number of pulses at different energies. 
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Figure 50 Schematic of the experimental procedure for testing the effect of different number 
of laser pulses, with different pulse energies (at the fiber subsurface level near to the core). 

 

5.5.2. Role of 𝑵𝒑 on horizontal fiber subsurface 
 

When a highly collimated single mode femtosecond laser beam with sufficiently 
high pulse energy is tightly focused through an objective lens inside an optical 
transparent material, then absorption is confined to a region near to the focal point 
inside that material. This happens only when the laser intensity exceeds the critical 
value[201]. However, in practices, the geometrical material body of that 
transparent material is also plays a role during the absorption processes due to the 
relationship between the material refractive index (n) and the focusing NA of the 
lens at different subsurface levels inside the transparent material, see equation (3). 
Therefore, this section is trying to study the effect of femtosecond laser pulses at 
fixed PRR with different numbers and energies, at the sub-surface different levels 
of the cylindrical transparent optical fiber materials, i.e. with different distances 
below the surface.  

5.5.2.1. Silica fiber 

 
In this experiment, with a fixed laser pulse energy of 1.37 µJ and a fixed pulse 
repetition rate (PRR) of 120 KHz different laser numbers of pulses from a single 
pulse (1Hz) up to 60,000 pulses are illuminated at the subsurface level of a 
horizontally mounted standard SMF-28 silica optical fiber with approximately 
62µm below the surface and near to the core as illustrated in Figure 50. A 
photograph of the experimental results is shown in Figure 51. 
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Figure 51 Photograph of the experimental results obtained from shooting different number of 
laser pulses (at the fiber subsurface, near to the core). 

In contrast with the obtained experimental results from Figure 47 where the ablated 
laser spots are circular in shape on the surface, it has been noticed that from Figure 

51 the emitted laser pulses near to the silica fiber core are in a form of semi 
elliptical in their shape. This phenomenon could be interpreted as the fiber may 
acts as a pure cylindrical optical transparent lens to the incoming circular pulse as 
illustrated in Figure 52. However, besides this explanation, other physical 
explanations could be also considered such as optical pulse filamentation 
introduced in ref [202]. Thus, as expected the fiber geometrical body is indeed plays 
a role during the femtosecond laser subsurface material processing. 

 

 

Figure 52 Schematic diagram showing that fiber may acts as a cylindrical lens to the incoming 
circular optical pulse at the input, and it transforming it to an elliptically pulse in shape at the 

output. 
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To investigate more about that phenomenon, the experiment has been repeated by 
shooting only a single laser pulse with the same fixed energy 1.37 µJ, but this time 
with precisely pre-calculated different depths as shown in schematic of Figure 53. 

Distances below the fiber surface such as (10, 20, 40, and 60µm) toward the fiber 
core and near to it are tested. The obtained experimental results are shown in 
Figure 54 where It has been noticed that, the more the incident circular laser spot 
pulse goes deeper toward the fiber core, the more it becomes elliptical in its shape. 
See Figure 54 (c) with comparing it with Figure 54 a) i.e. transforming from circular 
shape (on surface Figure 54 a) to an elliptical shape (toward fiber core) see Figure 54 
b). 

 

Figure 53 A Schematic diagrams of the special experimental study for investigating the single 
pulse transformation phenomena. 

 

Figure 54 Photographs of the obtained experimental results of testing the pulse shape 
evolution toward the fiber core level plan. (a) single laser ablated spot on the surface, (b) 

transformed shape of the circular to elliptical near to the core level, (c) different microscopic 
photographs with different depths from the fiber surface in this case (10, 20, 40, and 60 µm). 
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However, the experiment has been repeated again but this time by shooting a 
single laser pulse at about 40µm below the fiber surface with different energies 
such as (3.94, 2.77, 1.37, and 0.31µJ) and Figure 55 shows the experimental 
obtained results. 

 

Figure 55 Microscopic experimental photograph demonstrates the evolution in dimensions of 
single shoot femtosecond laser pulse with different energies (3.94, 2.77, 1.37, and 0.31µJ) at 

40 µm below the fiber surface cylindrical level silica fiber core of the standard 
telecommunication fiber. 

As it can be appreciated from Figure 55, at a certain fixed depth below the optical 
fiber surface (in this case 40 µm), the dimensions of the resultant refractive index 
change of the semi elliptical pulses could be controlled simply via changing the 
used laser pulse energy as shown in (3.94, 2.77, 1.37 µJ) which are located at fixed 
distance of 40 µm below the fiber cylindrical surface level. But, with lower pulse 
energies such as 0.31 µJ no optical damage has been observed (but it could be 
exist) at that level i.e. (40 µm) compared to the other higher pulse energies. And 
that may confirms the theory that at subsurface laser processing the ablation 
threshold is not only depends on the laser pulse energy but also depends on its 
position under it (see the experimental results of the polymer fibers below). 

5.5.2.1. Polymer fiber  

 

By repeating the same experimental procedure on the POF-SK-10 (240 µm 
core/250 µm cladding) polymer optical fiber (POF) a single, double and triple laser 
pulse(s) are illuminated at same depth level from the fiber surface in this case was 
at (80 µm) with two different energies of 1.37 µJ (high energy) and 0.31 µJ (low 
energy). Figure 56 shows microscopic images to experimental obtained results. 
From the polymer obtained results it has been noticed that as same as silica. 

- As expected, the formed subsurface laser pulses at the polymer subsurface 
level are semi-elliptical in their shape as it is in silica fibers of Figure 55, and this 
enhances the idea that the fiber acts a cylindrical lens producing (forming) this 
unique refractive index change to the material under test. 
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Figure 56 (a) Photograph of a three different laser number of pulses at 1.37 µJ, (b) at 0.31 µJ 
where the red circles locating the spots (in this care are not observable). 

- At fixed subsurface level also processing with lower pulse energies such as 
0.31µJ the observed ablated spots are vanished compared to pulses with higher 
energies such as 1.37 µJ at that same micro-processing level see Figure 56 a) and 

Figure 56 b) red circles. 

 

 

Figure 57 Schematic of the experimental procedure for testing the effect of different number 
of laser pulses with different pulse energies (at the same level of vertical fiber surface). 

5.5.3. Role of 𝑵𝒑 on vertical fiber surface 

 
This section is meant to study the role of vertically mounted cylindrical optical 
fiber to the incoming laser number of pulses as illustrated in Figure 57 on the optical 
fiber materials used in the thesis study either silica or polymers. Therefore, the 
effect of different laser number of pulses with different energies and depths i.e. 
either on (vertical surface and sub-surface) is investigated.  
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5.5.3.1. Silica fiber  

 

Different laser number of pulses with different energies has been illuminated on 
the same XY plan at the focal processing spot (z-plan) level (central neck position) 
over a clean and cleaved tip of silica standard telecom optical fiber (SiO2) vertically 
positioned mounted. The plan position of the fiber has been tested and ensured to 
be not inclined during the experimental study. Figure 58 a) shows a photograph of 
the obtained experimental results from shooting different number of laser pulses, 
starting from (1 pulse up to 60,000 pulses) at fixed PRR 120 KHz and fixed laser 
pulse energy of 0.31 µJ. Figure 58 b) is a filtered image processed of photograph (a) 
demonstrating the position of the tested laser pulses. 
 

 

Figure 58 Photograph of the experimental vertical fiber tip results (a) a microscopic 
photograph of different laser number of pulses with same energy, (b) a processed image of (a) 

shows the number of pulses and their locations. 

The experiment has been repeated with other three different laser pulse energies 
such as 3.94 µJ, 2.77 µJ, and 1.37 µJ. Figure 59 a) shows a filtered Matlab processed 
image of a microscopic photograph of the obtained experimental results by 
shooting different number of laser pulses, starting from (1 pulse up to 60,000 
pulses). The Figure 59 b) shows a plot of the experimental diameter measurement 
results of the different laser pulse energies such as (0.31 µJ, 1.37 µJ, 2.77 µJ , and 
3.94 µJ). 
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Figure 59 Silica vertical fiber experimental results with different laser pulse energies (a) a 
filtered photograph of the ablated spots, (b) is a plot of the measured ablated spot diameters 

vs. number of pulses at different energies. 

As it can be appreciated from Figure 59, in this case when the fiber is vertically 
mounted to the incoming laser pulses the more the number of laser pulses the 
more is the increase of the ablated diameter areas. And this is not the same case of 
the horizontally mounted optical fiber of Figure 48 as the diameter of the ablated 
diameters become saturated after certain number of laser pulses. However, based 
on this experimental study, the obtained results enhance argument that the 
material geometry is indeed plays an important role during the micro-fabrication 
processes. Therefore, depending on the application being micro-fabricated a 
careful study to the laser processing parameters especially for the processing 
configuration should be talked. 
 

5.5.3.2. Polymer fiber  

 
Different laser number of pulses with different energies has been illuminated also 
on the same XY plan of the (focal neck) level over a cleaved tip of a commercial 
polymer optical fiber (POF) model SK-10 vertically mounted. The plan position of 
the fiber is also has been tested and has ensured to be not inclined during the 
experimental study. Figure 60 a) shows a photograph of the obtained experimental 
results from shooting different number of laser pulses, starting from (1 pulse up to 
60,000 pulses) at fixed PRR of 120 KHz and fixed laser pulse energy of 1.37 µJ. 
Figure 60 b) shows a plot graph of the experimental measured ablated diameters of 
different laser pulse energies such as (1.37 µJ, 0.31 µJ , and 0.06 µJ). 
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Figure 60 POF Experimental results (a) microscopic photograph of the ablated spots, (b) is a 
plot of the measured ablated spot diameters vs. number of pulses at different energies. 

And as it could be noticed that the ablated diameters for the fixed laser pulse 
energy such as 1.37 µJ (vertical mounted fiber) are almost saturated after certain 
number of incident laser pulses i.e. having the same ablation diameter, as well as 
they are lesser than the ablated diameters when the same fiber material was 
horizontally mounted, see Figure 49 such as for energies 1.37 μJ, and 0.31 μJ. Not 
only that but also in a comparison with the silica vertical fiber of Figure 59 the 
ablated diameters are not increased with the increasing of the laser energy, and 
this gives an idea that the fiber material is also plays a role, and each material has 
its own characteristics and should be treated independently. 
 

 
Figure 61 Schematic of the experimental procedure for testing the effect of different number 
of laser pulses, starting from (10,000 pulse up to 60,000 pulses) with different pulse energies 

at the same level (fiber subsurface with 60 µm). 
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5.5.4. Role of 𝑵𝒑on vertical fiber subsurface 

 
This section is meant to study the role of vertically mounted cylindrical optical 
fiber to the incoming laser number of pulses at its subsurface as illustrated in Figure 

61 on the optical fiber materials used in the thesis study. Therefore, the effect of 
different laser number of pulses with different energies on the material (sub-
surface) is investigated.  
 

5.5.4.1. Silica fiber  

 

The same experimental study has been repealed but at about 63µm below the 
vertical optical cylindrical fiber surface as shown in Figure 62 for different number 
of laser pulses such as 10,000 - 60,000 pulses. It has been found that, the pulse 
shape is circular compared with the results obtained of subsurface horizontal 
experiment in Figure 51, and this also provides another clue that the fiber geometry 
is affecting the micro-fabrication laser processing.  

 

Figure 62 Photograph of the experimental results from shooting a different number of laser 
pulses, starting from (10,000 pulse up to 60,000 pulses) with different pulse energies at the 

same level (fiber subsurface with 60 µm). 

5.5.4.2. POF fiber  

 

Experimental results on the POF optical material at the fiber sub-surface with 75 
µm of plastic optical fiber model SK-10 are shown in Figure 63. And as expected the 
subsurface ablated spots are circular in its shape. 
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Figure 63 Photograph of the experimental results from shooting a different number of laser 
pulses, starting from (1 pulse up to 10,000 pulses) with 0.11 µJ laser pulse energies at the same 

level (fiber subsurface with 75 µm of polymer optical fiber model SK-10). 

5.5.6. Summary 
 

In this section, the role of different laser number of pulse and energies on the 
optical transparent fiber materials has been investigated at different processing 
geometrical configurations such as horizontal and vertical with different positions 
either at surface or subsurface. It has been noticed that, besides the role of the 
fiber geometrical body, the material itself should be treated independently. Thus, 
careful selection of the pulse z-plan position is extremely important for dominating 
and better controlling of material refractive index change the application under 
test. 

 
 

Figure 64 General illustrates of the tested writing geometrical configurations (a) longitudinal 
writing geometry, (b) vertical side processing (b), and (c) side processing. 
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5.6. Study of laser scanning speed 
 
As a part of the laser pulse overlap study the purpose of this experiment is to 
investigate the most proper laser writing parameter combination that suits the 
processing level either (on/in) the optical fiber materials under test  
 

5.6.1. General experimental procedures 
 

In laser material processing, the two typical laser writing geometrical 
configurations are transversal and longitudinal[203]. Without any additional beam 
shaping techniques in this experiment at fixed laser processing parameters such as 
PRR of 120 KHz, wavelength at λ = 1030 nm, the effect of different laser pulse 
energies on the resultant micro-machined lines inscribed with different scanning 
speeds (S), and different depths on the cylindrical fiber are discussed. Different 
writing geometrical configurations as illustrated in Figure 64 are used in this 
experiment. The first waiting configuration is illustrated in Figure 64 a) in this case, 
the fiber is micro-processed longitudinally i.e. scanned parallel to the direction of 
scanning speed. The second writing configuration is illustrated in Figure 64 b) 
where the fiber tip is cleaved and vertically mounted parallel to the direction of 
scanning speed. And the third writing configuration is illustrated in Figure 64 c) as 
the fiber is scanned over its side (laterally) relative to the incoming laser pulses. 
See the arrow direction of each schematic of Figure 64. 

 

Figure 65 Schematic diagram illustrates the experimental procedure followed to test the effect 
of different femtosecond laser scanning speed on the horizontally mounted fiber material 

under test. 
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5.6.2. Longitudinal processing: Horizontal 
 

The experimental procedure followed to examine the effect of the different laser 
scanning speeds, with different laser pulse energies, as well as different depths are 
illustrated in Figure 65 where the optical fiber material is horizontally mounted.  

5.6.2.1. Experimental Results on Silica SiO2 

 
At a fixed laser PRR of 120 KHz, and at different laser pulse energies of (3.94, 2.77, 
1.37, and 0.31 µJ) as well as different depths below the fiber surface (-20 µm / -40 
µm / -60 µm). The experiment has been tested with the following scanning speeds 
(0.0001 / 0.001 / 0.01 / 0.1 / 2.5 / 5 mm/s).  
 
For reliable and accurate experimental results the spatial z-plan position of the 
used focal spot has been calculated and allocated precisely before the experiment 
that was of course based on the obtained experimental database of the (3D) depth 
of focal simulation introduced in section (5.3). The experimental scanning speeds 
obtained results are shown in Figure 66 on the silica standard telecom optical fiber 
(SMF-28) material.  
 
In Figure 66 is showing a matrix of different scanning speeds with different energies, 
located at different depths the red square boxes framing results of micro-cracks.  
 
The following points are outlined to discuss the obtained results of: 
 
- It could be appreciated that each certain processing depth of the cylindrical 

fiber under test has its own laser processing characteristics. For example, in 
case of surface processing i.e. at (0µm) the laser pulse energy could be used to 
control the width, and depth of the inscribed “micro-machined” lines. 
 

- In the case of subsurface micromachining the combination between laser pulse 
energy, scanning speed should be selected carefully because the cylindrical 
fiber geometrical body has a dominant role during the femtosecond laser 
absorption processes near to the focused spot especially with processing with 
that lower laser pulse repetition rate (120 KHz).  
 

- As it is could be noticed also at subsurface processing with higher energies 
such as 3.94 µJ and 2.77 µJ micro-cracks appears at depths of -20 µm and -
40µm below the fiber surface, but these micro-cracks disappears at -60 µm 
depth which is ≈ closer to 50% of the fiber diameter which is 125 µm.  

 
- However, laser processing with lower energies such as 1.37 µJ or 0.31 µJ micro-

cracks disappears with the different tested depths for example -20, -40, and -60 
µm for example in case of 1.37 µJ. In case of 0.31 µJ only up to -20 µm where no 
observed damage has been recognized at deeper depths such as -40, and -60 
µm.  
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Figure 66 Experimental scanning speed results applied on a horizontally mounted silica optical 
fibers (Standard SMF-28). The used energies are (3.94, 2.77, 1.37, and 0.31 µJ) with different 
depths from the surface with (-20, -40, and -60 µm below the fiber surface), and the scanning 

speed are (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 2.5, and 5 mm/s). 

Therefore, due to the role of the fiber geometrical body shape it is strongly 
recommended to carefully select the processing parameters especially with 
working the higher laser pulse energies. Because if the energy is too large micro-
cracks would be induced in a vicinity of the micro-lines and that could leads to a 
degradation of the mechanical strength and increase the insertion losses of the 
fiber and of course to the application being fabricated. Therefore, low level of pulse 
energy can overcome these drawbacks [91]. To introduce more details about the 
behavior of the depth of focal (DOF) and its characteristics on this micro-
fabrication writing configuration Figure 67, Figure 68, Figure 69, Figure 70 and Figure 71, 
shows some examples of some selected working energies, depths and scanning 
speeds selected from Figure 66. Figure 67 is a photograph of a micro-machined line 
(micro-channel) near to the silica fiber core with higher pulse energy of 3.94µJ. In 
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Figure 68 is show a photograph of another micro-channel micro-machined also near 
to the fiber core but with lower energy as 1.37µJ. Figure 69 and Figure 70 are 
examples to inscribed micro-channels at 10µm below the fiber surface with same 
scanning speed of 0.1 mm/s but with two different energies as 3.94µJ and 1.37µJ. 
And eventually Figure 71 gives an example of the shape of the micro-channel with 
energy of 1.37 µJ, and scanning speed 0.1 mm/s at the fiber surface level. 
 

 

Figure 67 Photographs of an experimental results of a selected pulse energy from figure 67 (in 
this case 3.94 µJ) at a depth of about (-60 µm) below the fiber surface, micro-fabricated with 
0.1mm/s scanning speed, (a) cross-sectional microscopic photograph of the cleaved fiber, (b) 

top view to the micro-machined line, and (c) side view to the micro-machined line. 

 

 
 

Figure 68 Photograph of an experimental results of a selected pulse energy from figure 67 (in 
this case 1.37 µJ) at a depth of about (-60 µm) below the fiber surface micro-fabricated with 
0.1mm/s scanning speed, (a) cross-sectional microscopic photograph of the cleaved fiber, (b) 

top view to the micro-machined line. 
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Figure 69 Photograph of an experimental results of a selected pulse energy from figure 67 (in 
this case 3.94 µJ) at a depth of about (-10 µm) below the fiber surface micro-fabricated with 

0.1mm/s scanning speed, (a) cross-sectional microscopic photograph of the cleaved fiber, and 
the red circle framing the drilled line surface depth. (b) top view to the micro-machined 

surface drilled line. 

 

 

Figure 70 Photograph of an experimental results of a selected pulse energy from figure 67 (in 
this case 1.37 µJ) at a depth of about (-10 µm) below the fiber surface micro-fabricated with 

0.1mm/s scanning speed, (a) cross-sectional microscopic photograph of the cleaved fiber, and 
the red circle framing the drilled line surface depth, (b) top view to the micro-machined 

surface drilled line. 
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Figure 71 Photograph of an experimental results of a selected pulse energy from figure 67 (in 
this case 1.37 µJ) at the fiber surface level with 0.1mm/s scanning speed, (a) cross-sectional 

microscopic photograph of the cleaved fiber, and the red circle framing the drilled line surface 
line, (b) top view to the micro-machined surface drilled line. 

5.6.2.2. Experimental Results on POF (PMMA) 

 
Another experimental study has been applied on the thermoplastic PMMA polymer 
optical cylindrical fiber (POF) model SK-10 (only) at the surface level with 
different scanning speeds and lower selected energies compared to silica fiber. At 
the fixed laser pulse repetition rate of 120 KHz the experiment has been tested 
with different laser pulse energies of (0.31, 0.11, 0.06, and 0.03 µJ) and with 
different scanning speeds such as (0.001 / 0.01 / 0.1 / 1 / and 2.5 mm/s). The 
experimental results are shown in Figure 72. It has been noticed that, quality of the 
micro-machined surface lines could obtained via adjusting both the laser pulse 
energy and its scanning speed.  
 

 

Figure 72 Experimental scanning speed results applied on a horizontally mounted polymer 
optical fiber (POF) at surface level. 
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5.6.3. Longitudinal processing: Vertical 
 

The experimental procedure followed to examine the effect of the different laser 
scanning speeds, with different laser pulse energies, on a vertically mounted 
optical fiber surface is illustrated in Figure 73. The optical fiber material is vertically 
mounted to the incoming femtosecond laser pulse train at the selected energy 
above the material threshold damage (T3). The experiment has been applied on 
the two different optical fiber materials used in this thesis study i.e. silica optical 
fiber material (SMF-28) of the standard optical fiber SiO2, as well as to the polymer 
optical fiber (POF-PMMA) represented in the commercial plastic optical fiber 
model (SK-10). 

 

Figure 73 Schematic diagram of the experimental procedure followed to test the effect of 
different scanning speed on the fiber material under test (in this case the fiber is vertically 

mounted). 

5.5.3.1. Experimental Results on Silica SiO2 

 
The experiment has been applied on the cylindrical silica SiO2 (SMF-28) optical 
fiber material where several micro-machined lines have been tested over the fiber 
surface vertically mounted as shown in Figure 74. Photograph (a) which gives an 
example of a tested micro-machined line on a vertically cleaved surface fiber tip 
with laser processing energy above the material threshold (T3), and Figure 74- b) is 
an image processed of (a) to give an idea that the micro-fabricated line is not 
straight compared to the previous applied experimental study results of the 
horizontally mounted fiber of the same material. 
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Figure 74 An example to experimental results of a vertically mounted silica optical fiber, (a) 
photograph of a micro-machined line above (T3), and (b) image processed of figure (a) and the 

red elliptical circles are framing the non straight line edges. 

The experimental results of different micro-machined lines with the same laser 
pulse energy but with different scanning speed at different surface positions are 
shown in Figure 75. In this experiment different micro-fabricated lines (L#) are 
scanned (from right to left) with different scanning speeds such as (0.001, 0.01, 
0.1, 1, 2.5, and 5) mm/s. Only the center micro-fabricated line which is line number 
1 (L1) has been rescanned again with same scanning speed of 0.001 mm/s but at a 
40 µm away from its original position see Figure 75. 
 
As it can be appreciated from Figure 75, due to the geometrical writing 
configuration of the cylindricality silica fiber the micro-fabricated lines with same 
scanning speeds such as L1 are different in their widths see the blue rectangles of 
Figure 75. On another hand each micro-machined line has its own characteristics in 
case of lines for example in case of (L1 up to L6) where different scanning speeds 
at different positions are applied. Thus, it could be concluded that depending on 
the micromachining future application that will be applied on the fiber vertical tip 
(e.g. grating line inscriptions) it is strongly recommended to select adjust carefully 
both the position of the focal and its micromachining scanning speed. Because each 
processing position of the circular vertical fiber face has its own response to the 
incoming femtosecond laser pulses. 

5.5.3.2. Experimental Results on POF (PMMA) 

 
The same experimental study has been applied also on a well cleaved and polished 
surface of a thermoplastic optical cylindrical polymer optical fiber (POF) model SK-
10 with different scanning speeds (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 2.5, and 5) mm/s, and 
different selected lower energies (0.31, 0.19, and 0.11) µJ, and fixed laser pulse 
repetition rate of 120 KHz. The experimental results are shown in Figure 76. 
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Figure 75 Photograph of the experimental procedure results of a vertically mounted silica 
optical fiber material SiO2, (a) photograph of a micro-machined line above the silica threshold 

damage (T3) with energy of 1.37 µJ. 

 

Figure 76 Experimental scanning speed results applied on vertically mounted polymer optical 
fibers (POF-PMMA). The used energies are (0.31, 0.19, and 0.11 µJ) with different scanning 

speed are (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 2.5, and 5 mm/s) on the fiber vertical surface. 
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Figure 77 Schematic diagram of the experimental procedure for testing the role of laser side 
micro-machining a) Illustration of the laser micromachining, and (b) an illustration of the 

general view of the gratings where D is the micro machined line depth. 

 
From the experimental results obtained from Figure 76 it could be appreciated that 
homogeneous micro-machined lines with good quality could be obtained by 
carefully adjusting the scanning speed combined with the suitable pulse energy 
(such as in 0.31 µJ at 0.01mm/s or 0.1mm/s).  

5.5.4. Longitudinal processing: side inscription 
 

In this part of this chapter, the role of geometrical cylindrical fiber shape for side 
or lateral micromachining is experimentally discussed for the optical fiber 
materials used in this thesis study (silica and plastic). The experimental procedure 
is shown in Figure 77, where, different micro-machined grating lines on the fiber 
surface has been inscribed with different laser pulse energies, different scanning 
speeds as well as different depths, to test the role of the fiber cylindrical body 
geometry on the resultant micro-fabricated results.  

5.5.4.1. Experimental Results on Silica SiO2 
 

This experimental procedure has been applied on the cylindrical silica SiO2 (SMF-
28) optical fiber material, where several micro-machined lines have been micro-
machined laterally (side inscribed) over the fiber surface with different energies, 
scanning speeds and depths. All the micro-machined lines are with laser 
processing energy above the material threshold (T3). Figure 78 shows an 
experimental results obtained by machining the silica fiber surface with different 
laser pulse energies such as (1.09 µJ, 1.37 µJ, 1.66 µJ, 1.97 µJ, 2.18 µJ, and 2.47 µJ) 
and different laser scanning speeds such as (1 mm/s, 0.5 mm/s and 0.1 mm/s) at 
the fiber surface level where, in this case the focused femtosecond focal spot point 
(neck spot central level) is selected. Figure 79 are the same experiment but repeated 
with other focal spot position depth (D = +5µm) away from the fiber surface i.e. 
above the surface with +5µm. 
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Figure 78 Experimental results on SiO2. At same depth level from the fiber surface (focal spot z 
level) (a) Scanning speed (1mm/s), (b) scanning speed 0.5 mm/s, and (c) scanning speed (0.1 

mm/s). 

 

Figure 79 Experimental results on SiO2. At same depth level from the fiber surface (+5µm) (a) 
Scanning speed (1mm/s), (b) scanning speed 0.5 mm/s, and (c) scanning speed (0.1 mm/s). 
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Figure 80 Experimental results on polymer optical fiber (POF) model SK-10. At same scanning 
speed (1mm/s) with different focal depths (a) depth (+4µm) from the fiber surface, (b) depth 
(+2µm) from the fiber surface, and (c) depth (0µm) from the fiber surface (at surface level). 

 

Figure 81 Experimental results on polymer optical fiber (POF) model SK-10. At same scanning 
speed (2mm/s) with different focal depths (a) depth (+4µm) from the fiber surface, (b) depth 
(+2µm) from the fiber surface, and (c) depth (0µm) from the fiber surface (at surface level). 

5.5.4.2. Results on Plastic Optical Fiber (POF) 
 

This experimental procedure has also been applied on the thermoplastic (PMMA) 
polymer optical fiber material model SK-10, where several micro-machined lines 
have been micro-machined laterally (side inscribed) over the fiber surface with 
different energies, scanning speeds and depths. All the micro-machined lines are 
with laser processing energies also above the material threshold (T3). Figure 80 
shows the experimental results obtained by machining the polymer fiber surface 
with different selected lower laser pulse energies such as (0.31 µJ, 0.47 µJ, 0.67 µJ, 
0.90 µJ, 1.09 µJ, and 1.37 µJ) and fixed laser scanning speeds as (1 mm/s) but with 
different focal spot positions relative to the fiber surface i.e. (D = 0, +2, +4) µm. 
Figure 81 is the experimental results with same conditions but with other scanning 
speed of (2 mm/s). 
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Figure 82 (a) Laser energy distribution regions of at the focal point. (b) Example of an 
experimental processing of side fiber, and (c) Example of an experimental processing of 

vertical fiber. 

5.5.5. Discussions 
 
From the obtained experimental results of vertical and side micromachining, 
inaccurate micromachining could be explained as, besides the role of the 
cylindrical geometrical fiber body shape another role could be due to the focused 
laser spots i.e. the intensity distribution along to the spatial focused focal spot in 
the horizontal (y) axis and vertical (z) axis as illustrated in Figure 82 a). This could 
be mathematically explained as the following [91] the ablation region (T3) induced 
by the focused Gaussian-like beam can be estimated from:  
 
 
 

2𝜔𝑦 = 2𝑀2
𝑓𝜆

𝜋𝜔0
 (4) 

 

 2𝜔𝑧 = 2𝑀2
𝑓2𝜆

𝜋𝜔0
2 (5) 

 

Where, 2𝜔𝑦 is the ablation diameter of the focal spot 𝜔0 is the effective radius of 

the initial beam that causes ablation, 2𝜔𝑧 is the ablation Confocal parameter, 𝑀2 is 
the beam quality factor and in our case it is equals to 1.2. The deviation of the 
ablation diameter, and confocal parameter induced by the pulse energy 
fluctuations (or in other words the fluctuations of 𝜔0 as depicted in Figure 82 a) can 
be deduced as: 

 ∆𝑦 ≈  
𝑑𝜔𝑦

𝜔0
=  −𝑀2

𝜆

𝜋𝜔0𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓
 (6) 

 

 ∆𝑦 ≈  
𝑑𝜔𝑧

𝜔0
=  −2𝑀2

𝜆

𝜋𝜔0[𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓]
2 (7) 
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Where, 𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 represents the effective numerical aperture of the objective lens, 

and 𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝜔0

𝑓
. Thus from equation (6) and (7), it is possible to deduce the 

following relationship: 

 
∆𝑦

∆𝑧
=

𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓

2
 (8) 

 
Thus, by applying the obvious practical experimental setup post-processing 
parameters as (𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≤ 0.5) in equation (8), then the inaccuracy along the beam 

axis (z-direction) will be four times larger than that of in perpendicular direction 
(y-direction) during the fluctuations of the irradiance dosage. Adding that to the 
cylindrical fiber geometrical body shape (which is not a plan surface) could be the 
reason behind theses asymmetric micro-machined structures as shown in Figure 82 

b) for a lateral (side inscribed) micro-machined line of a horizontally mounted 
optical fiber, and Figure 82 c) for a lateral (side inscribed) micro-machined line of a 
vertically mounted optical fiber. 

5.6. Summary and Conclusions 
 

In this chapter, a group of practical experimental studies were applied on two 
different commercially available transparent optical fiber materials such as silica 
represented in silica standard telecommunications (SMF-28) single mode fiber and 
polymers represented in thermo-plastic poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) optical 
fiber (POF) material.  
 
1. After a deep study to the influence of the laser parameters depth of focal (DOF) 

on the fiber materials a technique for precisely controlling the post-processing 
focal laser spot has developed. 
 

2. A database of focal spot and its spatial positions characteristics has been 
concluded, reported for different processing pulse energies which will give the 
opportunity for precise post-processing either on the fiber material surface or 
subsurface.  
 

3. Femtosecond laser ablation threshold (T3) has been obtained on two different 
fiber and two post-processing writing configuration i.e. horizontally and 
vertically 

 

4. Important processing parameters such as laser pulse overlap, scanning speeds 
are investigated are also investigated on the two different writing geometries.  

5. The role of laterally micromachining is also investigated in two different fiber 
materials.  

 
In the next points are summarized the conclusions of this chapter: 

1. The careful selection of the z-plan focal pulse positions either on the material 
surface or subsurface is an effective way for controlling the resultant refractive 
index modification. 
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2. Tightly focused laser beam with a well defined and stable laser pulse energy, 
one may define the diameter outside of which the energy density is below the 
ablation threshold [41], [184]. As the ablation is only occurs at the central part 
of the focused region. This area is smaller than the full diameter of the focused 
beam.  
 

3. However, in practices the precise determination to the ablation damage 
threshold (T3) of optical fiber materials is not only depends on the laser pulse 
energy but also depends on other practical experimental issues such as the 
spatial position of the pulse being tested relative to the material surface or its 
subsurface  

 

4. The material geometrical optical fiber body itself plays a role for determining 
the correct ablation threshold value. As from the previous experimental 
threshold studies that have been applied on two different writing geometries 
configurations horizontally and vertically, the obtained values of the ablation 
thresholds (T3) were different.  

 

5. Thus for accurate micromachining it is extremely important to study influences 
of the obvious processing parameters such as laser pulse energy, laser pulse 
overlaps, scanning speed, etc independently on the selected post-processing 
writing configuration. 

 

6. In addition to that, each optical fiber material has its own characteristics and 
also should be treated independently.  

 
7. For micromachining, under the right laser beam conditions and with the 

correct selection of focal spot position by changing the laser pulse energy, it is 
possible to control the ablated structure dimensions either on the surface or 
subsurface of the fiber material under post-processing. 

 

8. By adjusting the femtosecond laser pulse to be spatially confined to a sub 
micron focal spot, could enable a range of complex structures to be micro-
machined. 

 

9.  The use of lenses to focus and control the laser induced plasma is a very 
effective method of spatially shaping the resultant profile taking into account 
the fiber cylindrical body shape that may act as a cylindrical lens.  

 
The correct choice of the post-processing parameter combinations in terms of 
pulse energy and scanning speed that suits the optical fiber material, will lead to a 
reliable results. Table 6 summarizes these basic and fundamental exposure 
parameters that have a strong influence on the resulting morphologic changes. 
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Table 6 Basic and fundamental exposure laser material processing parameters. 

Parameters Focusing 
conditions  

Material 
properties 

Writing conditions 

Wavelength λ  Pulse shape  
Electronic and 
lattice structure 

Scanning speed vs. the 
repetition rate for a non-
static exposure 

Laser pulse energyE Beam overlap  
Thermal and optical 
absorptions 

Writing geometry 
(Longitudinal / 
transversal) 

Pulse duration τ 
Numerical 
aperture (NA) 

 Writing direction 

Pulse repetition rate PRR   
Number of laser writing 
scans 𝐍𝐬 

Laser polarization    

Writing configuration 
Longitudinal or 
transversal 

  

Material surface geometry 
Longitudinal, 
transversal and 
lateral 

  

 

 





 

 

Part III. 

Contributions  

Based on the experimental material characterization studies introduced in part II 
for defining the most suitable key setup laser processing parameter combinations 
such as laser pulse energy, scanning speeds, etc… that fits the optical fiber 
materials used in this thesis. This part is dedicated to employ these obtained 
results to produce by post-processing useful optical devices. This part introduces 
two different sensing applications devices based on the two types of silica and 
polymer optical fiber materials used in this thesis. Two sensing devices, based on 
long period Bragg gratings (LPG) operating principal, are inscribed by ultra-high 
intensity femtosecond laser pulses above each of the material threshold (T3) with 
two different point to point inscription configurations. The two post-processed 
LPGs, transducers are tested and reported in this part. The chapters included in 
this part are as the following: 
 

 Chapter 6: Applications on silica and polymer optical fibers. 

 





 

 

 

Chapter 6 

Applications on silica and 

polymer optical fibers 
 

By using ultra high femtosecond laser pulses two LPGs transducers are inscribed 
on two optical commercially available fibers such as silica standard single mode 
fiber, SMF-28 (9/125) µm (core/cladding), and polymer fiber, model Mitsubishi 
SK-10 with (240/250) µm (core/cladding). The two transducers are micro-
machined with a fast, stable, and reliable point to point micro-fabrication 
techniques. The first one is a micro-machined LPG near to the core of the silica 
(SMF-28) optical fiber. This LPG is practically insensitive to temperature variations 
and could work with a remarkable stability at ultra-high temperature up to 
1000ºC. And the second one is a polymer based LPG transducer for monitoring 
environmental parameters variations such as refractive index (RI), temperature, 
strain and torsion.  
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6. Applications on silica and 

polymer optical fibers 
6.1. Introduction 
 
In common, the operating sensing fundamental of LPGs is based on wavelength 
modulation .of the light that passing through it [1, 110, 111]. This fundamental 
could be achieved by coupling the propagating wave-light modes between core and 
cladding of the fiber. The core mode couples to the co-propagating cladding modes 
supported by the cladding external medium waveguide structure. The specific 
cladding through which the core mode is coupled is determined by the following 
resonance condition [204]. 
 

 
2𝜋

˄
=

2𝜋

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠
(𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎

𝑖 ) (9) 

 
Where, 𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟 is the fundamental effective index of the core mode, and 𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎

𝑖  is the 
effective index of the ith cladding modes. ˄ is the period of grating, 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠 Is the 
resonance wavelength, i.e. the wavelength where the spectrum notch band if 
formed 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠 =  (𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎

𝑖 ). ˄ .From equation (9) it is possible to derive analytic 
expressions for different ambient sensing parameters such as temperature 
sensitivity𝑑𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑑𝑇⁄ , strain sensitivity 𝑑𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑑ℰ⁄ , and the surrounding refractive 
index (RI) sensitivity 𝑑𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑑𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟⁄  as the following [110]: 
 

 
𝑑𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑑𝑇
= 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠. 𝛾 (𝛼 +  𝛤𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝)  (10) 

 

 
𝑑𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑑ℰ
= 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠. 𝛾 (1 +  𝛤𝑆𝑡𝑟)  (11) 

 

 
𝑑𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑑𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟
= 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠. 𝛾 (𝛤𝑆𝑢𝑟) (12) 

 
Where, 𝛼 is the thermal expansion coefficient of the fiber, 𝛾 describes the 

wavelength dispersion which is defined by [110]𝛾 =
(𝑑𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑑˄⁄ )

(𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟−𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎
𝑖 )

 , and 𝛤𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝, 𝛤𝑆𝑡𝑟, and 

𝛤𝑆𝑢𝑟 describes the temperature, strain and surroundings RI dependence, 
respectively of the wavelength dispersion. When it used as a chemical sensor, a 
LPG monitors the cladding mode refractive index change (∆𝑛 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎

𝑖 ) caused by 
analytic variations in the environment. The refractive index change is proportional 
to the relative resonance wavelength given by [205]: 
 

 
∆𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎

(𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎
𝑖 )

=
∆𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠
 (13) 
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By using ultra-high femtosecond FLCPA laser pulses two LPGs transducers are 
inscribed on two optical commercially available fibers, silica standard single mode 
fiber, SMF-28 (9/125) µm (core/cladding), and a step-index polymer optical fiber 
model Mitsubishi SK-10 with (240/250) µm (core/cladding). 
 

6.2. LPG micromachining setup 
 
The LPG micromachining setup configuration is illustrated Figure 83 The laser 
source used is the commercial fiber laser chirp pulse amplifier (FLCPA) from 
CALMAR lasers, producing 370 fs laser pulses at 1030nm. The highly collimated 
beam is focused through a 100x objective lens from Mitutoyo with a numerical 
aperture NA = 0.5. To guarantee the maximum stability during the micro-
fabrication process, all the optical components are fixed on a highly stable 
customized metallic construction rails built and fixed over a vibrations isolation 
floating optical table. A high definition CCD imaging camera is used to observe the 
inscribed LPGs. The LPGs fiber samples were positioned over the nano-resolution 
3D motor translation stage (X-Y-Z) from Aerotech. For guaranteeing a clean LPG 
micromachining, fiber each optical fiber sample has been cleaned ultrasonically 
with adding methanol before and after each of micro fabrication experimental 
processes. 
 
 

6.3. LPG online monitoring 
 
The long period gratings (LPG) spectral results were monitored online during the 
micro-fabrication processes via an optical spectrum analyzer model 68142A, and a 
highly stable optical white light source model 83437A as illustrated in Figure 83.  
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Figure 83 Illustration of the femtosecond laser micromachining setup for Long Period Fiber 
Gratings (LPG) inscription. 

6.4. Stable Silica LPG at Ultra-High Temperatures 
 
Recent work in the literature has mainly focused on post-processing various types 
of fiber optic temperature sensors that satisfy user requirements for specific ultra-
high temperature measurements applications [3, 205]. These sensing applications 
are based on different operating principals such as in fiber interferometric [142, 
206], fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [207-222], long period fiber Bragg gratings [78-80, 
91, 110] fabricated by using the great features of high intensity ultrashort laser 
pulses especially in form of femtosecond pulses. On another hand, in this section, a 
proposed femtosecond laser micro-fabrication method can be employed to build 
very stable optical devices for applications where ultra high temperature filtering 
elements are required.  

6.4.1. Inscription technique: point to point 
 
The technique used to micro-fabricate the LPG is based on the point-to-point 
femtosecond single pulse inscription technique based on the same experimental 
subsurface study introduced in chapter 5. In this case, and after a deep 
investigation to the most suitable LPG femtosecond laser inscription parameters, 
two hundred (200) single laser pulses with 1.37 µJ energy per pulse above the 
material threshold damage are shot near to the core of the standard cylindrical 
telecommunication single-mode optical fiber (SMF-28). The grating periods are of 
Ʌ = 50 µm. An illustration to the micro-fabrication post-processing technique is 
shown in Figure 84 and an illustration to the position of the laser pulses is shown in 
a 3D model in Figure 85. 
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Figure 84 LPG micro-fabrication post-processing technique. Ʌ is the grating period between 
each two inscribed points (Ʌ = 50µm). 

 

 

Figure 85 Illustrations of the position of the inscribed single laser pulses. (a) fiber body with a 
62.5µm (acts as cylindrical lens), (b) position of the transformed circular to semi-elliptical 

refractive index change. 
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Figure 86 Microscopic photograph of some LPG periods inscribed in silica fiber (SMF-28). 

 

6.4.2. Experimental Results 
 
This technique has been employed to inscribe different LPGs into standard silica 
(SiO2) optical fiber (SMF-28). A microscopic photograph of a LPG sample used in 
this study is shown in Figure 86, where can show the effect of the femtosecond laser 
pulses near to the silica fiber core However, thermal sensitivity of LPGs is strongly 
dependent on the coupled mode [223], exhibiting a great variety of thermal 
coefficients. A proper selection of specific coupled modes can enhance its thermal 
sensitivity, making possible the design of different sensing heads [224]. On the 
contrary, when only high order modes are coupled, their thermal sensitivity is 
similar thus, consequently, devices with a remarkably stable response at high 
temperature can be achieved. In this scenario, the reported fabrication process 
have been employed to achieve LPG based on high order modes, that exhibit a 
remarkably stability at high temperatures.  
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Figure 87 Basic thermal characterization setup components for further testing of the inscribed 

LPGs on the silica standard telecom optical fiber sensors. 

 
Table 7 Thermal specifications of the furnace. 

Heating parameter  Value 

Temperature range 40ºC - 1200 ºC 
Adjustable fresh air supply   fresh air supply   
Thermal stability ±1ºC … ±10ºC 
Thermal speed 0.1ºC/min … ±40ºC/min 
Uniformity 1000: ±4ºC 
Thermal accuracy +/- 1ºC 
Thermicon P digital program controller  

 

6.4.3. Characterization Process 
 
Following the scheme depicted in Figure 87, several samples have been inscribed for 
their further characterization. Employing a mufle (oven) furnace model Hobersal 
(12PR/300) its specification are introduced in Table 7, a temperature sweep up to 
1000ºC has been applied to the sample while its spectrum was measured using an 
OSA model Agilent (86142A) for each minute. Figure 88 are thermal stability 
experimental results for different high temperatures such as (100ºC, 500ºC, and 
800ºC). The inscribed sensor stability at (800ºC) has been tested for 15 minutes as 
shown in Figure 89, as well as for (1000ºC) for another 15 continuous minutes as it 
is shown in Figure 90. 
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Figure 88 LPG spectra measured at different temperatures (100, 500, and 800) ºC. 

 

Figure 89 Different spectra of the LPG hold for 15 min at 800 ºC. 
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Figure 90 Different spectra of the LPG hold for 15 min at 1000ºC. 

 

6.4.4. Discussion 
 

In Figure 88 three LPG spectra measured at high different temperatures (100oC., 
500oC. and 800oC) have been depicted. As expected, the achieved LPG exhibits a 
remarkably good thermal stability, reaching 800ºC with very low peak drifts 
(mean wavelength drift around 3 nm for 800 ºC temperature increase). This 
experiment confirm the low thermal coefficients of each coupled mode, besides the 
stability of the index modulation provoked by damaging the optical fiber, making a 
permanent and non-erasable perturbation i.e. (micromachined inscribed 
perturbation) at higher temperatures as UV-induced gratings. Achieving a 
remarkably stable LPG at high temperatures implies that each coupled mode must 
exhibit a similar thermal coefficient and, therefore, the effective index of the fiber 
should be maintained. However, applying extremely high temperatures to silica 
fibers modify its crystallographic properties and its effective refraction index 
[225]. This scenario is especially critical on LPGs, because any small perturbation 
on the fiber modifies in a different way the effective index of each coupled mode, 
producing variations on the resulting spectrum. 

In Figure 89, and Figure 90, all the spectra captured at 800ºC and at 1000ºC have 
been plot for a continuous period of time for (15 minutes). As expected, the 
achieved results are exhibiting also a better stability at ultra-high temperature 
Celsius degrees such as 800ºC than at 1000ºC. However, since there are still areas 
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where the achieved peaks are remarkably stable, the thermal coefficient of their 
associated modes has been kept at higher temperatures, suggesting a linear 
response of temperature sensitivity along the tested range.  
 
However, the visibility variations observed on the 1000ºC hold Figure 90, confirm 
the slow term modification of the LPG spectrum, mainly provoked by the optical 
fiber refraction index variation due to crystallographic changes. Since these 
changes become more relevant at higher temperatures, they can be minimized 
reducing the working temperature.  
 

6.4.5. Conclusions 
 
In this work, a high intensity femtosecond laser pulses based method to inscribe 
LPGs into standard telecom optical fiber (SMF-28) has been demonstrated. 
Precisely increasing the laser pulse intensity above the threshold silica damage, 
punctual periodic perturbations have been inscribed close to the optical fiber core, 
favoring the coupling of high order cladding modes. The achieved devices have 
been experimentally tested at extremely high temperatures proving their 
remarkably stability even at 1000ºC, according to the addressed phenomena. The 
proposed method can be employed to build very stable devices for applications 
where high temperature filtering elements are required. This sensor device has 
two main features it could work at lower temperature with slightly changes with 
temperature variations on another hand it could also work with a remarkably 
stability at extremely ultra high temperatures without erasing.  
 

6.5. POF femtosecond laser LPG inscription 
 
Polymer optical fibers (POF) have been shown to be modern low cost key 
components for short distance communications and for sensing applications. 
There applications are in many in fields in the literature such as bio-medical [226], 
structure health monitoring (SHM) [165] and other applications reviewed in [163, 
164]. In recent years there have been important advances in new structures and 
materials developed especially for POF, such as low refractive index fibers with 
per-fluorinated (PF) cores with low loss in visible and infrared spectrum suitable 
to work in high-speed communication and sensor applications [227, 228]. POF 
post-processing for sensing applications have been introduced in the literature 
with different fabrication techniques based on different types of laser technologies 
such as ultraviolet lasers UV [74, 75, 77] and more recently with the high intensity 
femtosecond laser pulses as introduced in this chapter [76]. Unlike single mode 
silica fibers which are available commercially very few studies of LPGs in POF have 
been reported in the literature [227, 229]For such commercial available POFs, only 
some studies for FBGs in POF have been made previously by doping the core based 
in polymethil -methacrylate (PMMA) with a photosensitive material that is not 
commercially available materials [166], [230] and [231].  
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Thus, LPGs laser micro-fabrication in commercially available POFs are lacking in 
most studies. Hence, to extend the knowledge and techniques for post-processing 
these decent fibers the near infrared (N-IR) femtosecond (FLCPA) fiber laser 
operating at 1030 nm, producing 370 fs used to micromachining to inscribe LPGs 
by micromachining on the lateral cladding side of a commercially available 
cladding POF fiber model Mitsubishi Royan SK-10. The POF specifications are as 
the following: (240/250m) of core/cladding diameters core material is Poly-
methyl-methacrylate Resin (PMMA) cladding material is fluorinated polymer core 
refractive index 1.49 with step-index refractive index profile numerical aperture of 
0.5. This fabrication technique allows obtaining very sensible structures to the 
surrounded environmental mediums. 
 
LPGs are inscribed in the core of the optical fibers. However, it also could be 
inscribed in the cladding and then very sensible structures to the surrounded 
measurands could be obtained. This section is dedicated for introducing a suitable, 
fast and reliable micro-fabrication technique for POF materials. To achieve that 
target an investigation to the most suitable a micro-fabrication technique that 
permits obtaining very narrow and high attenuation transmission bands on (POF) 
is investigated. Using the experimental femtosecond fiber laser chirp pulse 
amplifier (FLCPA) system, different cladding side point-to-point micromachining 
lines Figure 91 with different depths are tested based on the experimental studies 
introduced in chapter 5 for fiber side micromachining. Sharp and narrow bands up 
to 25dBs are obtained on the SK-10 polymer optical fiber material (POF) with a 
simple side micromachining method. This type of sensor could be applied as 
transducer either a bio-compatible sensor or as a transducer for surrounding 
ambient sensing for measurands or liquids where it is immersed with special 
patterns such as refraction indexes, temperature, strain and torsion. 

6.5.1. Fabrication technique: Side Scanning 
 
To investigate the most suitable parameter combinations a wide number of LPG 
structures are micro-machined with different grating periods (Λ), depths (D) from 
the lateral cladding side as shown in Figure 91 with different energies above the 
polymer material threshold damage (T3). And it has been noticed that only depths 
are the most effective way to couple the higher cladding moods of this type of fiber. 
Therefore the experiment has been repeated by micromachining lateral grating 
lines with the same scanning speed, same laser pulse energy but with different 
depths (D) which are carefully selected at the focused focal spot level relative to 
the fiber surface as illustrated in Figure 92 which gives an example to a two tested 
depths the first one is of 10 µm Figure 92 a) and the second one is 25 µm Figure 92 b).  
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Figure 91 Schematic of the lateral cladding side laser micromachining LPG micro-fabrication 
technique. Λ is the LPG grating period and D is the micro-machined line depth of the produced 

(v-grove) depths. 

 

 

Figure 92 Illustrations of two different lateral micromachining trials. (a) Side micromachining 
with depth of 10 µm (b) micromachining with deeper depth of 25 µm. 
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6.5.2. Experimental Results 
 

Very accurate patters are photo-inscribed on one side of the commercial step-
index POF, after a deep investigation to the most suitable writing conditions, the 
laser system is carefully optimized in both power and exposure time (scanning 
speed) that suits that polymer fiber being used for micromachining side LPGs as 
shown in Figure 93. The figure shows microscopic image to an example of one POF-
LPG laterally micro-machined. The LPG fabrication by point to point technique 
with the following writing parameters number of scanned lateral / side (#L) are 
fifty (50) side lateral lines, with grating period of Λ = 9μm . The laser exposure 
energy was relatively higher above the material threshold and it was selected to be 
2.4 µJ exposed with higher scanning speed (selected to be 5mm/s) to speed up the 
fabrication processes. In that case, two different v-grove grating depths such as 10, 
and 25 µm are micro-machined and Figure 94 shows microscopic photograph of the 
obtained experimental results of the two different v-groove depths i.e. 10 and 25 
µm.  

 

Figure 93 Example to microscopic experimental results of the lateral LPG side micro-fabrication 
technique, (a, and b) are telescopic photograph image to the overall inscribed LPG, and (c) is a 

microscopic detailed photograph of the LPG itself, in this case the v-grove grating depth is 
(25µm). 
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Figure 94 Microscopic experimental photographs results of the two different written POF 
LPGs. (a) Lateral side LPG with 10µm depth, and (b) with 25µm depth. 

6.5.3. Fabrication LPG results 
 

The micro-fabrication post-processing for each laterally inscribed LPGs are 
characterized online by white light source model hp 83437A, and optical spectral 
analyzer model Agilent 86142A. The inscribed depths have been measured 
accurately with ±1 µm error tolerance from the fiber central axis with a developed 
CCD camera and 3D image processing technique developed especially for that 
purpose as introduced in chapter 4. Figure 95 and Figure 96 shows the obtained 
optical spectral analyzer OSA results of the two different lateral side inscribed v-
groove LPGs with depths of 10 and 25 µm respectively.  

 

Figure 95 Experimental transmission results of the fabricated LPG in commercial (SK 10) POF 
grating depth of 10µm. 
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Figure 96 Experimental transmission results of the fabricated LPG in commercial (SK 10) POF 
grating deeper depth of 25μm. 

As it can be appreciated from Figure 95 and Figure 96 series of v-grove notches at 
specific resonances wavelengths of the transmission spectrum are obtained with 
periods many times higher than the used interrogation wavelengths. It could be 
noticed that sharper and narrower notches up to -25 dB at 664nm, and -13 dB at 
672nm are appeared only with deeper micro-machined depths (D) which in this 
case of 25μm as shown in Figure 96.  

6.5.4. Applications 
 

It is well known that, LPG in general is sensitive to the surrounding medium, 
temperature, strain, curvature or refractive index. With the aim of studying the 
response of the micro-machined side POF-LPG to small refractive index variation 
given by fluids, for example water. The LPG has been immersed in pure water to 
check the LPG spectral variation response for the surroundings. A special 
characterization setup is prepared to test the micro-machined POF transducer as 
shown in the schematic of Figure 97. 
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Figure 97 Basic POF characterization setup components for further testing of the inscribed 
LPGs for ambient sensing (in this case liquids). 

The spectral results of the measurements are shown in Figure 98. As expected the 
micro-fabricated LPG is sensitive to the surrounding medium in this case is pure 
water as a simple example. One can see that the resonance wavelengths reference 
(664nm and 672nm) i.e. the original LPG red-line spectra of Figure 98 are shifted to 
shorter wavelengths when the LPG has immersed in water see the shifted spectra 
with blue line of Figure 98. These results are consistent with [75], and the theory of 
[232], since water has a refractive index lower than the refractive index of the 
cladding. The fabrication process of this sensor is fast and stable. However this 
sensor could be applied as a transducer either as a bio-compatible sensor or as a 
transducer for surrounding ambient sensing for measurands with special patterns 
such as refraction indexes, temperature, and strain and torsion.  

6.5.5. Discussion 
 

As expected, from the previous characterization studies introduced in chapter 5, 
the cylindrical fiber geometrical body plays an important role during the micro-
fabrication process. Utilizing that micro-fabrication method allowed obtaining 
sharp and narrower bands up to 25dBs in POFs. 
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Figure 98 Spectral response of LPG with period D = 25µm immersed in water. 

6.5.6. Conclusions 
 
Very accurate patters are photo-inscribed on one side of step-index commercially 
available Polymer optical fibers (POF) by using the N-IR a fiber based femtosecond 
FLCPA laser system. Notches at the visible bands of the transmission spectrum 
could be easily obtained with deeper micro-machined lateral lines. This fabrication 
technique allows obtaining the modulation index variation of the cladding by 
controlling the grooves depth, and then very sensible structures to the surrounded 
measurands could be obtained. Such LPG’s structures would have potential 
applications in the sensing of liquids, refractive index (RI), etc...  

6.6. Conclusions 
 
In this chapter, two different sensing applications are introduced based on the two 
types of silica and polymer optical fiber materials used in this thesis. The two 
sensing applications are based on the long period Bragg gratings (LPG) operating 
principal inscribed by high intensity femtosecond laser with two different point to 
point inscription configurations. The first introduced application was a silica based 
LPG sensor device stable at ultra-high temperatures up to 1000ºC degrees could be 
used as a transducer where high temperature filtering elements are required. And 
the second application is a fast side micro-fabrication LPG on a polymer step index 
POF based transducer to be used for monitoring ambient sensing. The transducers 
are fabricated with extremely simple, fast, stable and efficient micro-fabrication 
configurations techniques.  
 



 

 

Part IV. 
 
In this part the summary, conclusions, and future works and developments are 
introduced. The chapters included in this part are as the following: 
 

 Chapter 7: Summary and conclusions.  

 Chapter 8: Future works and developments.  

 





 

 

 

Chapter 7 

Summary & conclusions 
 
In this chapter a brief summary and conclusions are presented.  
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7. Summary & conclusions 

7.1. Summary 
 
This thesis study is based mainly on three basic categories of developments as 
summarized in Figure 99. The first category was based on engineering 
developments in form of implementing a material-processing setup essential for 
post-processing different types of optical fiber materials via micromachining. 
These developments are summarized as follows:  

 
 A femtosecond fiber laser experimental setup was designed, developed and 

equipped with costume designed multi-purpose optical fiber holders. The 
holders were equipped with special illumination systems too.  

 
 Key laser beam properties such as beam quality factor (M2), processing laser 

pulse energy values (E), and laser pulse width (τ) was measured precisely via 
commercial scientific equipments.  

 
 Controlling software was developed, and prepared with a simple graphical 

user interface (GUI) for high precision micromachining and material 
characterizations due to laser ablation. 

  
 A precise fiber aligning algorithm for guiding the fiber sample under post-

processing was developed for both surface and subsurface micromachining 
and other material refractive index modifications.  

 

 An image based method for sample characterization was also developed for 
evaluating the processed areas. 

 

 

Figure 99 Scheme of the steps include in the summary. 
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The second step of development is based on scientific characterization of optical 
fiber materials i.e. silica and polymer. Via a group of selected experimental studies 
the fiber material behavior with the different femtosecond laser processing 
parameters was investigate. The most suitable combinations that suit the material 
being processed were defined. The following points summarize the obtained 
experimental work: 

 
 Technique for precisely controlling the processing focused femtosecond laser 

spot was developed via collecting practical experimental information about 
the laser depth of focal (DOF) along the vertical axis with different laser pulse 
energies, which facilitates to: 

 
o Allocate precisely the desired dimensions of the wanted spot footprint, 

and determine where to put it over the fiber surface or even its subsurface. 
 
o Allocate the interaction ablation threshold zone (T3).  

The third category or step was the validation of the gained knowledge by 
fabricating optical fiber sensor devices. The first optical device has been LPG silica 
based able to work at high temperatures, up to 1000ºC, with high temperature 
stability. The device was inscribed by a point to point femtosecond inscription 
technique, near to the fiber core.  

 
 And the second device was also a LPG in POF for ambient sensing and 

monitoring. It was also fabricated by using a point to point fiber side 
technique.  

  

7.2. Conclusions 
 
From this thesis it has been emerged the next conclusions: 
 
1. Based on the practical experimental studies introduced in the material 

characterization part of this thesis, the laser material ablation damage 
threshold depends on the laser pulse parameters such as the wavelength, 
pulse energy, numerical aperture of the objective lens (NA).  

 
2. Under the right conditions (i.e. the correct choice to the focusing lens) its 

correct vertical distance over the material surface being processed, operating 
at the correct laser ablation pulse energy, is considered to be an effective 
practical way for controlling the dimensions of the ablated micro-machined 
craters and footprints. 

 

3. The careful choice of the laser pulse energy below the ablation threshold 
allow controlling the pulse to be spatially confined to a sub micron focal spot 
which enabling a range of complex structures to be micro-machined.  
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4. However, another factors must also be consider for precise determination of 
the laser induced ablation damage volume are the laser pulse repetition rate 
and the fiber geometrical shape and it relative position with respect the laser 
beam. The experimental results have revealed that the dimensions of the 
ablated spots of same pulse energy and same spot distance relative to the 
same material surface but with two different processing writing 
configurations, horizontal and vertically, are different. It is, certainly, due to 
the optic influence of the fiber on the real photons distribution of the focused 
beam. 

 

5. The cylindrical shape of the optical fiber has a dominant effect to the 
resultant micromachining results either on the surface processing or 
especially under the surface. Thus, it is necessary for precise laser micro-
fabrication into optical fibers to consider the effect of laser pulse energy 
working at certain pulse repetition rate for different orientations of the fiber 
respect the laser beam. 

 
6. The gained knowledge and technique has been validated by fabricating and 

characterizing several special LPG based sensing architectures on/in silica 
and POF fibers. 

 





 

 

 

Chapter 8 

Future works and 

developments 
 

Based on this work, the research and development of both knowledge and 
techniques used for femtosecond laser materials post-processing of are still need 
further studies and improvements from the practical and industrial engineering 
point of view. Some of these future works are summarized in the following points.  
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8. Future works and 

developments 
Based on this work, the research and development of both knowledge and 
techniques used for femtosecond laser materials post-processing of are still need 
further studies and improvements from the practical and industrial engineering 
point of view. Some of these future works are summarized in the following points.  
 
 

Future Developments of laser post-processing techniques 
 

 There are still other obvious laser processing parameters for optical 
materials post-processing need to be further investigated. On the used in 
thesis study materials in this such as Silica and polymers for example. 

 
- The role of different laser pulse repetition rates (PRR).  
- The role of different laser pulse duration (τ). 
- The role of different wavelengths, etc… 
 

 Femtosecond laser material thresholds of (T1) and (T2) are still need 
further deep investigation to be precisely defined on the different two 
material used in this thesis, and other different transparent materials such 
as different types of glasses, and plastics. For example borosilicate glass.  

 There are still more controlling outcomes in laser machining of glass e.g. 
determining laser material damage threshold still suffering from some 
shortcomings and contradictions, therefore it still needs further studding 
and enhancements. 

 New optical fiber sensor devices and transducers could be post-processed 
via the use of fiber laser chirped pulse amplifier (FLCPA) on different types 
of special fibers such as photonic crystal fibers (PCF), and many others  

 
 The use of the FLCPA could be used to develop new application devices on 

bulk transparent materials such as polymers PMMA for biomedical 
applications, etc.  
 

 New transducers could be post-processed via the FLCPA on different types 
of polymer optical fiber materials. 
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Appendixes 
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DOF : Depth of focal 
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fps : Frame per second 

GIF : Grupo de Ingeniería Fotónica, (Photonics Engineering Group) 
GUI :  Graphical User Interface 
Hz: Hertz 
HAZ :  Heat Affected Zone 

HD :  High Definition 
IR :  Infrared 
LIDT : Laser induced threshold damage 
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MATLAB  Multi-paradigm numerical computing environment  
MEMS :  Micro-Electronics Mechanical Systems 
NA: Numerical Aperture 
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OFS :  Optical Fiber Sensors  
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PC: Personal computer 
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𝐸# Energy pulse number 
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L#:  Micro-machined Line number  

𝑀2 Beam quality factor 
n: Material refractive index 
𝑛𝑒 Material effective refractive index 
𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎: Cladding effective refractive index 
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𝑖 : Effective index of the ith cladding modes 

𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟: Fundamental effective index of the core 
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓: Effective refractive indices 

𝑁𝑃: Laser number of pulses 
𝑁𝑠: Number of laser writing scans 
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S: Laser scanning speed 

𝑆𝑖𝑂2:  silica dioxide 
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T0:  Threshold zero 

T1: First threshold 
T2:  Second threshold (Near ablation threshold damage) 

T3:  Strong ablation threshold  
𝛼 Thermal expansion coefficient 

λ Wavelength 

𝛤𝑆𝑡𝑟: strain dependence 
𝛤𝑆𝑢𝑟: Surroundings RI dependence 
𝛤𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝: Temperature dependence 

θ : Cross angle 
𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠 Resonance wavelength 
𝜔0 Effective radius of the initial beam that causes ablation  
𝜔1, 𝜔2 fundamental and second harmonic frequencies 
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Resumen en Español 
 

1. Introducción 
 

La Fotónica es una tecnología que está cogiendo gran 
importancia para resolver problemas que otras tecnologías 
no consiguen solventar. Su impacto ha llegado a muchos 
campos de aplicación, como por ejemplo biomedicina, 
telecomunicaciones, ámbito militar, seguridad y defensa, 
ingeniería civil, aeronáutica, etc . 

 
Las fibras ópticas son dispositivos ópticos fabricados de 
materiales como la sílice o los polímeros. La forma cilíndrica 
de la fibra óptica permite guiar la luz. Básicamente fueron 
desarrolladas para ser utilizadas en sistemas de 
telecomunicación de alta velocidad. Sin embargo, la fibra 
óptica puede ser utilizada como base de sensores para 
monitorizar indirectamente varios tipos de parámetros 
físicos. Estos parámetros pueden afectar a las características 
de la luz guiada en las fibras. Así en los últimos tiempos las 
fibras ópticas se vienen utilizando en el campo de 
aplicaciones de metrología y detección con buenas 
prestaciones y características en comparación con otros 
sensores electrónicos. Se pueden utilizar para la 
monitorización de muchos parámetros físicos como por 
ejemplo, temperatura, humedad, detección de gases, índice de 
refracción IR, concentración de líquidos, etc 

 
El post-procesado de fibras ópticas brinda la oportunidad de 
manipular sus características, y esto puede abrir un amplio 
abanico a la hora de fabricar y producir dispositivos ópticos 
con fines de sensado.  

 
Hay varios tipos de tecnologías usadas para el post-procesado 
de fibras ópticas, los cuales pueden ser divididos en dos 
categorías. La primera sería en las que hay un contacto 
directo con la fibra, como el post-procesado mecánico para 
producir, por ejemplo, transductores de altas temperaturas 
[1][2]. Sin embargo, esta tecnología puede ser utilizada 
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solamente para modificaciones en la superficie de la fibra o 
del material y no para modificaciones sub-superficie o 
interiores.  

 
La segunda categoría es el post-procesado sin contacto. Aquí, 
la fibra se puede post-procesar entre otras maneras, 
térmicamente [3][4] o usando láseres [5]. Usando láseres sí 
que es posible alcanzar el interior de la fibra sin dañar la 
superficie. Hay diferentes tipos de láseres que pueden ser 
utilizados en el post-procesado, como por ejemplo láseres de 
ultra violeta (UV) [6-11], láseres de CO2[12-14], láseres 
pulsados con pulsos ultracortos para aplicaciones como en 
lap-on-ship [15-21], nano dispositivos en 3D [22], 
telecomunicaciones [23], y MEMS [24]. 

 
En base a los equipos de laboratorio disponibles, y los 
montajes desarrollados en esta tesis, el trabajo realizado ha 
tratado sobre el uso de láseres pulsados de femtosegundos 
para post-procesado de diferentes tipos de fibras, de sílice y 
de plástico. Para el desarrollo de la tesis se ha usado un láser 
de fibra con pulsos ultracortos (femtosegundos) y una 
frecuencia de repetición de 120 KHz. Así, entre otras cosas, se 
han obtenido los umbrales, especialmente el umbral de 
ablación, para el procesado de algunos materiales con el que 
se realizan fibras ópticas, sílice y PMMA. 

 
Se ha encontrado que el umbral de ablación depende no solo 
de la energía del pulso, de la longitud de onda o de la anchura 
del pulso sino que también depende de otros parámetros 
mecánicos como la propia geometría de la fibra. Así, para 
obtener correctamente este umbral, es necesario estudiar no 
solo el efecto de los diferentes parámetros del láser sino tener 
en cuenta la geometría cilíndrica de las fibras ópticas que se 
van a post-procesar.  

 
En el siguiente apartado se presenta una breve revisión de la 
estructura de la tesis realizada. 
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Figura E1. Resumen del contenido de la tesis. 

2. Estructura de la tesis 
 

La tesis está estructurada básicamente en tres partes como 
se muestra en la Figura E1. En la primera se presentan los 
desarrollos de montajes para el post-procesado de 
materiales, en especial de fibra óptica, usando un láser 
pulsado con pulsos de femtosegundos. La segunda parte se 
centra en ajustar los parámetros del montaje para conseguir 
resultados óptimos de micro-procesado en diferentes tipos 
de fibras ópticas (sílice y plástico) en dos configuraciones 
distintas, en las que cambia la posición de la fibra respecto al 
haz, horizontal y coaxial-vertical, como se muestra en la 
Figura E2. En la última parte de la tesis se muestra como 
usando el montaje desarrollado y utilizando los parámetros 
adecuados se pueden desarrollar dispositivos en fibras 
ópticas, que entre otras aplicaciones pueden ser usados 
como elementos de transducción para el desarrollo de 
sensores. En los siguientes apartados se desarrollan con más 
detalles cada uno de estos puntos. 
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Figura E2. Diferentes posiciones de la fibra para su micromecanizado. (a) Configuración vertical o co-
axial (b) Configuración horizontal. 

2.1. Desarrollo del montaje 
 

En esta parte se muestra el diseño e implementación del 
montaje para micro-procesar diferentes tipos de fibras 
ópticas. El montaje se basa en un láser pulsado de pulsos de 
femtosegundos y ha sido diseñado y desarrollado en el 
laboratorio del grupo de ingeniería fotónica (GIF). Un 
esquema del montaje se muestra en la Figura E3, y una 
fotografía en la Figura E4. El láser usado es un láser comercial 
de fibra, “chirp laser pulse fiber amplifier” (FLCPA), de 
Calmar®” modelo FLCPA-0.U-20. Sus especificaciones se 
resumen en tabla 1 y una fotografía del láser se muestra en 
la Figura E5. 

 
Tabla 1 Especificaciones del láser utilizado. 

Parámetro Especificaciones 

Energía de Pulso (μJ) >20 
Longitud de onda (nm) 1030 (típica) 
Anchura de pulso (fs) <600 (500 típica) –medida (370) 
Frecuencia de repetición (KHz) 120, 60, 30, 15, y 7.5 
Salida del haz Espacio libre 
Diámetro del haz (mm) 3 (típico) 
Calidad del haz (M2) <1.2 
Temperatura de trabajo (ºC) 15~35  
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Figura E3. Esquema del montaje desarrollado para micro-procesar. 

 
 

 
 

Figura E4. Fotografía del montaje desarrollado. 
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Figura E5. Fotografía del láser FLCPA modelo FLCPA-0.U-20. 

 
A parte del montaje en sí, se han realizado otra serie de 
labores para tener una instalación capaz de poder realizar 
trabajos de micro-procesado: 

 
- Se han diseñado, desarrollado y fabricado 

diferentes soportes de fibras ópticas. Los soportes 
se han equipado con sistemas de iluminación.  

 
- Se han caracterizado los parámetros (factor de 

calidad M2, energía de pulsos y la duración de los 
pulsos τ) del láser utilizado.  
 

- Se ha desarrollado un software de control, con una 
interfaz gráfica de usuario (GUI) para controlar los 
parámetros del micro-procesado. 

 
- Se ha desarrollado un algoritmo de alineamiento 

de las fibras a micro-procesar.  
 

- Se ha desarrollado un método basado en el 
procesado de imagen para monitorizar en tiempo 
real el proceso de micro-procesado. 
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2.2. Caracterización del montaje 
 

 

Figura E6. (a) Umbrales a lo largo del punto focal del láser (b) simulación de los puntos de procesado con 
diferentes posiciones en el eje z, (c) ejemplo de una fibra de sílice post-procesada en montaje 

horizontal, y (d) ejemplo de una fibra sílice post-procesada en montaje vertical. 

 
La segunda parte del desarrollo de esta tesis está basada en 
la caracterización experimental del comportamiento de 
materiales ópticos, como la sílice y los polímeros, 
obteniendo así las combinaciones apropiadas de los 
parámetros del montaje (energías de pulso, velocidades de 
traslación, etc) para un procesado óptimo de cada tipo de 
material: 

 
Así, se ha desarrollado una técnica para controlar el punto 
focal del láser usado y con eso obtener las diferentes zonas o 
umbrales (threshold processing zones) del procesado (T1, 
T2, y T3) y sus comportamientos en diferentes posiciones 
del material, bien en la superficie o bien en la zona interna. 
En la Figura E6 a) se muestran las zonas de los umbrales a lo 
largo del punto focal, en (b) una simulación del punto focal 
en diferentes posiciones en el eje z encima de la superficie 
del material, en (c) se muestra un ejemplo de la superficie 
micro-procesada de la fibra de sílice colocada 
horizontalmente, y (d) cuando se ha montado verticalmente.  

 
Estas medidas se han repetido con los dos tipos de fibras 
ópticas y con las dos diferentes configuraciones de 
inscripción en la fibra óptica, horizontal y vertical. 
 
Los siguientes puntos resumen los resultados 
experimentales obtenidos: 
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o Los umbrales del proceso de micromecanizado (T1, T2 

y T3) han sido obtenidos como se muestra en la Figura 

E7. 
 

o El efecto del solapamiento de los pulsos “laser pulse 
overlap” ha sido estudiado con diferentes energías de 
pulso.  
 

o El efecto de las velocidades de escaneado “scanning 
speeds” también ha sido estudiado. 

 

Figura E7. Ejemplo de los daños ocasionados en una fibra de sílice con un único pulso (2,77 J) a 
diferentes distancias objetivo-fibra y montada en posición horizontal. 

2.3. Fabricación de dispositivos ópticos  
 

En base a los resultados experimentales obtenidos de la 
parte de caracterización del montaje se ha obtenido que el 
caso del procesado en sub-superficie de la fibra es diferente 
en comparación con el caso de la superficie, especialmente si 
es cerca del núcleo de la fibra óptica. Por ejemplo, como se 
muestra en la Figura E8, si se usa un único pulso la forma del 
pulso cuando se posicionada en la superficie tiene una forma 
circular y sin embargo cuando se posicionada cerca del 
núcleo tiene una forma elíptica, lo que se puede explicar por 
el hecho de que la fibra actúa como si fuese una lente 
cilíndrica.  
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Figura E8. Esquema del efecto de la fibra como lente cilíndrica en el proceso de post-procesado. 

 

2.3.1. Dispositivos en fibras de sílice  

 
Como ejemplo de un dispositivo en fibras de sílice se ha 
optado por el grabado de redes de periodo largo “long 
period gratings” (LPG) cerca del núcleo de una fibra óptica 
estándar de telecomunicación. El proceso de grabado se 
muestra en la Figura E9. Así, doscientos puntos se han 
grabado con 50 µm de periodo, usando una energía de pulso 
de 1.37 µJ superior al umbral de ablación T3 obtenido 
experimentalmente para las fibras de sílice.  

 

Figura E9. Esquema del proceso de grabado de LPG en fibra estándar de telecomunicación (sílice). 
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E10. Ilustración de la posición de los puntos inscritos. (a) La fibra actúa como una lente 
cilíndrica, (b) los pulsos circulares se transforman en variaciones cuasi elípticas. 

Una ilustración 3D de la posición de los puntos grabados se 
muestra en la Figura E10. Así se aprecia como la fibra actúa 
como una lente cilíndrica de radio 62.5 µm, modificando la 
forma de los puntos grabados cerca del núcleo. Una 
fotografía de los resultados experimentales se muestra en la 
Figura E11.  

 
 

 

Figura E11. Una fotografía microscópica de los resultados obtenidos. 
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El dispositivo se ha probado a diferentes temperaturas, 100, 
500, y 800º C. como se muestra en la Figura E12. Los 
espectros de transmisión son bastante estables con la 
temperatura sobre todo el pico de atenuación centrado en 
1350 nm, por lo que se puede decir que se ha grabado un 
LPG con un pico prácticamente insensible a la temperatura. 
También se han hecho medidas de estabilidad temporal a 
una temperatura fija. En la Figura E13 se muestran a lo largo 
del tiempo espectros del LPG a 1000ºC, resultando 
invariables prácticamente. Por los resultados obtenidos con 
esta metodología de grabado se puede obtener un 
dispositivo óptico de gran estabilidad adecuado para 
aplicaciones a altas temperaturas.  

 

Figura E12. Espectros del LPG medidos a diferentes temperaturas (100, 500, and 800) ºC. 
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Figura E13. Espectros del LPG a 1000ºC durante 15 min. 

 

2.3.2. Dispositivos en fibras plásticas 

 
Es bien conocido que las redes de difracción de periodo 
largo (LPG) son muy sensibles a las condiciones ambientales 
en donde se encuentre (índice del medio, temperatura, etc). 
En base a los resultados experimentales, obtenidos en la 
parte de caracterización experimental de esta tesis, ha sido 
posible fabricar un dispositivo óptico en fibra de plástico 
adecuado para la monitorización, por ejemplo, del índice de 
refracción del medio en el que se encuentre la fibra.  

 
En esta parte se presenta un dispositivo óptico que se ha 
fabricado en una fibra de plástico o polímero, Mitsubishi 
royan SK-10.  
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Figura E14. Esquema de un LPG grabado en el lateral de la cubierta en una fibra de plástico. 

 
En este caso se optó por grabar periodos en un lateral de la 
fibra. El método de fabricación se muestra en el esquema de 
la Figura E14. Así 50 líneas laterales fueron grabadas con 
diferentes profundidades, 10 µm y 25 µm, como se muestra 
en la Figura E15. Un ejemplo de la fabricación se muestra en la 
fotografía de Figura E16. 
 
Con los resultados obtenidos se ha encontrado que en el caso 
de los surcos más profundos (25 µm.) el espectro obtenido 
presenta una mayor atenuación en las bandas de atenuación 
como se puede observar en las gráficas la Figura E17 (a), y (b). 
 
El dispositivo óptico fue probado sumergido en agua para 
demostrar que es capaz de detectar cambios en el medio que 
lo rodea. Así los resultados obtenidos son coherentes, pues 
el índice de refracción del agua es menor el de la cubierta de 
la fibra y por lo tanto la posición de las bandas de atenuación 
se desplazan hacia longitudes de onda menores, como se 
muestra en la Figura E18, la curva azul en comparación de la 
curva original en rojo.  
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Figura E15. Esquema del grabado de LPGs con diferentes profundidades en el lateral de la cubierta de 
una fibra de plástico. 

 

Figura E16F Fotografías de un LPG grabado en el lateral de una fibra de plástico  
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Figura E17. Espectros de transmisión de LPGs en fibras de plástico, con 50 periodos, 9 μm de periodo y 

dos profundidades diferentes de las líneas grabadas (10 y 25 m) 

 

 

Figura E18. Espectros de un LPG de periodo D = 25 µm sin sumergir y sumergido en agua. 
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3. Conclusiones 
 

En este trabajo doctoral primeramente se ha diseñado e 
implementado un montaje óptico para el post-procesado de 
materiales, en concreto de materiales con los que 
típicamente se fabrican las fibras ópticas, sílice y PMMA. 
Posteriormente se ha caracterizado el sistema para los 
diferentes tipos de fibras, obteniendo los umbrales y los 
parámetros óptimos para el micro-procesado de fibras 
ópticas de sílice y de plástico. Esto se ha realizado colocando 
las fibras tanto horizontal como verticalmente. A partir de 
estos datos se han fabricado dispositivos en fibras de sílice y 
de plástico. 
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